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ABSTRACT

Partially reconfigurable devices allow the execution of different tasks at the same time, removing tasks when they finish and inserting new tasks when they arrive. This dissertation investigates scheduling and placing real-time tasks (tasks with deadline) on reconfigurable devices.

One basic scheduler is the First-Fit scheduler. By allowing the First-Fit scheduler to retry tasks while they can satisfy their deadlines, we found that its performance can be enhanced to be better than other schedulers. We also proposed a placement idea based on partitioning the reconfigurable area into regions of various widths, assigning a task to a region based on its width. This idea has a similar rejection rate to a First-Fit scheduler that retries placing tasks and performs better than the First-Fit that does not retry tasks. Also, this regions-based scheduling method has a better running time.

Managing how the space will be shared among tasks is a problems of interest. The main function of the free-space manager is to maintain information about the free space (areas not used by active tasks) after any placement or deletion of a task. Speed and efficiency of the free-space data structure are important as well as its effect on scheduler performance. We introduce the use of maximal horizontal strips and maximal vertical strips to represent free space. This resulted in a faster free space manager compared to what has been used in the area.

Most researchers in the area of scheduling on reconfigurable devices assumed a homogeneous FPGA with only CLBs in the reconfigurable area. Most reconfigurable devices offered in the market, however, are not homogeneous but heterogeneous with other components between CLBs. We studied the effect of heterogeneity on the performance of schedulers designed for a homogeneous structure. We found that current schedulers result in worse performance when applied to a heterogeneous structure, but by simple modifications, we can
apply them to a heterogeneous structure and achieve good performance. Consequently, the approach of studying homogeneous FPGAs is a valid one, as the scheduling ideas discovered there do carry over to heterogeneous FPGAs.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is a semiconductor device containing programmable logic components and programmable interconnects. The programmable logic components can be programmed to duplicate the functionality of basic logic gates such as AND, OR, XOR, NOT, or more complex combinational functions such as decoders or simple math functions. Besides the programmable logic components, some FPGAs include memory elements, which may be simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory.

FPGAs are generally slower and more expensive than their application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) counterparts. Also, FPGAs draw more power and cannot handle complex designs like analog designs. FPGAs have several advantages, however, such as a shorter time to market, ability to re-program in the field to fix bugs, and lower non-recurring engineering costs. FPGAs are more flexible than ASICs as they can be modified after the design is committed. For many digital designs, the design is first developed and tested on an FPGA chip. If any changes need to be done on the design, the designer will make the changes to the design and reprogram the chip for the new design. This process continues till the design is finished and working with no errors. At this step, the design can be developed on an ASIC for mass production. With lower prices of FPGAs now and when no mass production is needed, designers in some cases choose to go with an FPGA instead of an ASIC.

1.1. Reconfigurable Device

Reconfigurable devices are devices such as FPGAs that allow changing the configuration on the chip. This means changing the contents of the memory and setting the switches and look up tables. Partially reconfigurable devices allow changing part of the configuration while keeping the remainder of the configuration without change. A dynamically reconfigurable device is a partially reconfigurable device that allows a part of the chip to continue working while the
configuration for the other part is changing [X04-1, X04-2, X05, X07, X08, X09]. In principle, any RAM or FLASH memory-based FPGA can be dynamically reconfigured. In the currently known reconfigurable devices, the main performance overhead is the speed of reconfiguration. There are several ways to reduce the time taken for reconfiguration.

- When changing only part of a chip, the reconfiguration time in a partially reconfigurable chip is less than the reconfiguration time for a fully reconfigurable chip in which the whole chip has to be reconfigured. In partially reconfigurable devices, the reconfiguration time is usually proportional to the area being reconfigured.

- In non-dynamically reconfigurable devices, the entire chip halts during reconfiguration. In dynamically reconfigurable devices, only the part that needs to be changed halts while the rest of the chip is executing. This can reduce the reconfiguration time in dynamically reconfigurable devices as the reconfiguration time can overlap with the computing time of the unchanged part.

- Multiple-context configuration memory maps successive configurations into multiple contexts of the configuration memory. The reconfiguration is performed by swapping a selected inactive configuration memory context into the active context. The configuration in the active context controls the programmable switches on the reconfigurable device. This "context swap" can be performed quickly across the entire configurable array, so these devices have the shortest dynamic configuration times. Multiple contexts can be applied in fully, partially, and dynamically reconfigurable devices.

An FPGA can execute several tasks in parallel. The ability to reconfigure a chip (fully or partially) allows removing tasks from the chip and replacing them with other tasks. This opens some opportunities for researchers to study several aspects of operating systems for these devices, designing some system services that will help in utilizing chip resources and supporting
multiple applications [DW99]. These system services form a “reconfigurable operating system” [B96, WP03-2]. Designing an operating system for a reconfigurable device is similar to designing an operating system for embedded real-time operating system (RTOS) kernels for microprocessors [SWP04].

1.2. Scheduling Problem

The task scheduling problem for a partially reconfigurable device involves three key activities: determining when to execute tasks and where to place the tasks on the reconfigurable area, and managing free space to efficiently use the resources. Given a task \( t \) that is to be executed, a scheduler uses information about the currently free space to find whether a placement exists for \( t \). If so, then the scheduler places the task and begins its execution. If not, then, depending on the specific problem, the scheduler may reject the task or attempt to schedule it to execute at a specific future time or retain the task to try to place it in the future. The scheduler’s job also includes deleting finished tasks. When a task begins or finishes executing, the scheduler is to update the free space representation accordingly. To achieve these goals, we divide the job among three modules, where the scheduler is the main module, the placer is a subroutine of the scheduler, and the free space manager is a subroutine of the placer. To simplify the explanation, we will describe the actions of the modules for new tasks, saving for a later time the discussion of retrying tasks that did not find an initial placement. These modules are as follows.

- **Scheduler**: The scheduler manages the task scheduling process. It decides on a starting time for each task based on the information given by the other modules about the status of the chip (free space, occupied space, future status, etc.). To get this information, it passes task requirements to the placer module. Also, the scheduler module keeps track of executing tasks, and when a task finishes
executing, the scheduler passes this information to the placer to remove (delete) the task from the chip.

- **Placer**: When the scheduler passes information about a new task, the placer tries to find a location at which to place the task. If it finds a placement, then it requests the free space manager to update the free space. When the scheduler passes information about a task to be deleted, the placer deletes the task from the chip and requests the free space manager to update the free space.

- **Free Space Manager**: This module maintains a free space data structure to keep track of free (unoccupied) space. If the scheduler only places tasks to start immediately, then the free space manager needs to maintain information on only the currently free space. If the scheduler can assign tasks to start at some time in the future, then the free space manager must also maintain information about free space as far in the future as tasks are scheduled.

Different variations of the scheduling problem exist, for example, in the offline version, all tasks are given initially along with their release times (first time at which each task can start executing), while in the online version, the scheduler has no information about tasks to arrive in the future. Different variations of the scheduling problem will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

In part of this work, we will design a scheduling system that includes the three modules. We are interested on solving different scheduling problems. The first problem we solved is scheduling real-time tasks with deadlines. For ease of discussion, we will call the scheduling system as a scheduler. The results generated by proposed schedulers will be compared to results for basic schedulers and also will be compared to schedulers proposed in the area. The second objective is to construct data structures to manage free space information and that can provide
quick and efficient ways for a generic online placer to find a required area. These data structures should also be able to efficiently update the free space records when a task finishes. The third objective is to investigate how the heterogeneous structure of current FPGAs can affect the performance of schedulers. Also, one of our objectives in this part is to design a new scheduler for heterogeneous structures that has a performance close to the performance of schedulers on homogeneous structures.

1.3. Outline

Chapter 2 outlines a background on reconfigurable devices and also defines problems of interest in this research area and the irrelevant parameters. Prior work is reviewed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we explain in detail schedulers that have been used in the area by other researchers and the enhancement we added to these schedulers. Also, in Chapter 4, we will explain the first main contribution of our research which is the regions-based scheduler. Results that compare all presented schedulers will be described at the end of Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we will discuss different data structures in the area, and we will examine a widely used free space data structure (maximal empty rectangles) and detail the update process for the data structure each time a task is inserted or deleted. In Chapter 6, we will present the use of maximal horizontal and vertical strips (MHVS) as a free space data structure. Results comparing existing data structures with MHVS set will be presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 will study how the heterogeneous structure of an FPGA chip can affect the performance of the scheduler, and we will suggest some recommendations on how to reduce this effect. We will present a scheduler designed to work on heterogeneous FPGAs. Results that show the performance of current schedulers on heterogeneous structures compared to the proposed scheduler will be shown in the same chapter. In Chapter 8, we will present some open problems.
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we will cover the characteristics of the problems with which we are dealing and also we will give a background description on reconfigurable devices and their structure. The problem characteristics include the characteristics of the tasks on which the online scheduler works and also include various parameters and capabilities of online schedulers.

2.1. Reconfigurable Device Models

One can classify reconfigurable devices based on the structure of the chip and how tasks can be placed on the chip. A reconfigurable chip consists of a number of reconfigurable units (RCUs) arranged in a rectangular grid of area \( r \times c \) where \( r \) (\( c \)) is the number of rows (columns). The placer can model this 2D area as a 2D space or a 1D space [SWPT03] (Figure 2-1). In a 2D model, a task can have size \( h \times w \) for any \( h \leq r \) and \( w \leq c \). A placer can assign a task to any region of free space as long as this free space has a width greater than or equal to \( w \) and a height greater than or equal to \( h \). In a 1D model, each task will be treated as if its height is spanning the height \( r \) of the chip regardless of its original height and can have any width \( w \leq c \). This model corresponds to the partial reconfiguration in some FPGAs, such as the Xilinx Virtex-I, Virtex-II, and Virtex-II Pro families [X05], in which the smallest unit of partial reconfiguration is a column of RCUs. In a 1D model, tasks can be placed only along the horizontal device dimension. After the task is placed, the remaining free space in the columns used cannot be used to accommodate any other tasks before the current task finishes. The fine-grained reconfiguration of the 2D model is not available in the market. Some new chips available in the market fall between 1D and 2D and allow configuration to be done on blocks less than a column height: Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 [X08, X09]. Some recent research targeted these capabilities of the Virtex-4 [LBM06, SBB06] and Virtex-5 [CGG08, HPLD08]. Conger et al. [CGG08] used this ability and proposed partial
reconfiguration (PR) design flow methodologies to help designers to use the capabilities of PR without having to deal with many internal details. Also, Huang et al. [HPLD08] created a structure that allows the smallest unit of reconfiguration to be 16 CLBs in a column. They used this structure to propose an FPGA-based scalable architecture for DCT computation.

![Diagram of reconfigurable devices](image)

**Figure 2-1 Different models of reconfigurable devices**

Most of the work in the area of reconfigurable design assumes a homogeneous FPGA area in which the task can be placed anywhere on the chip with no constraints. Many FPGA chips are not homogenous but there are some buses, RAM modules and some multipliers between the CLBs, as shown in Figure 2-2. The assumption of using homogeneous structure was made for several reasons. One of the reasons is that the scheduling problem on 2D model is a hard problem and it is useful to study an easier version of the problem first as assuming heterogeneous structure will make it harder.

The problem of scheduling and placing a set of tasks on an FPGA chip is similar to the classic bin packing problem that has been attacked by many researchers in the scheduling field [C83, CW98] where the goal is to pack a collection of objects into the minimum number of fixed-size "bins". Some of the designed online schedulers are based on similar ideas to bin-packing algorithms [BKS00]. Researchers have proposed many algorithms for placement under a
variety of assumptions about tasks and the reconfigurable device [ABT03, BKS00, SWP04, SWPT03, WP03-1].

The problem can be different based on whether the chip is a 1D model or a 2D model. The difference between these two models makes a difference in how to design the placer algorithm as the way to handle the free space in the two models is different. Schedulers have been designed for both the 1D model [AT03, BJS04, DP05-1, KPR04, SWP04, WP03-1], for placing 2D tasks on 1D structure as [FVA08, HSB06, SBHB08, SKHB08] and for the 2D model [ABBT04, ABF04-1, ABT03, BKS00, SWPT03, TFS01, TSMM04]. The scheduler for the 2D

Figure 2-2 Chip structure in Xilinx XCV series [X07]
model is more complicated as the amount of data that needs to be known about the free space is more than the amount of data that needs to be known in the case of the 1D model.

Researchers are also interested in different problems by having different assumptions about the set of tasks they are handling. One main difference is handling real-time tasks (tasks with deadlines) or handling tasks without deadlines. These variations are not all explored and there is still room for improvement on problems already studied; some problems have not yet received much attention such as real-time tasks (tasks with deadlines). Most of these ideas will be discussed in the prior work review in Chapter 3 and some will be covered in Chapter 4 in some detail.

Scheduling and placing problems come in offline and online varieties. Offline problems assume that all information about all tasks is available initially, and the algorithm is looking for the best placements for all of them to satisfy certain criteria. As has been studied before [BKS00, FKT01], the offline placement problem for a general set of tasks (tasks with no constraints) is NP-complete, so it is very unlikely that an algorithm exists to obtain an optimal solution to the problem in less than exponential time. For online problems, on the other hand, the algorithm is not aware of tasks that will arrive in the future. Decisions of the algorithm are based on the current information on hand about already arrived tasks.

Tasks have different characteristics including: arrival time, execution time, shape, and size.

- **Arrival time** is the time the task arrives. Generally, this is the first time at which a placer receives information about a task and also is the first time at which the task can begin execution.

- **Execution time** is the total time needed by the task to finish and includes any reconfiguration or loading time.
- **Task shape**: Almost all placers assume that a task has a rectangular shape with the size of the task defined by width ($w$) and height ($h$).

- **Task size**: Most work in the area assumes that a scheduler cannot change the size of a task even if the task will keep the same area, but some work assumes that a task can be rotated [AT03].

These parameters are the basic parameters; other parameters exist depending on the problem at hand.

- **Deadline** is the time by which the task must finish. If a task is not able to satisfy its deadline, then it has to be rejected.

- **Laxity** expresses the amount of slack time available between the current time and the deadline, in which a task can wait before being placed and still satisfy its deadline:  
  \[ \text{laxity} = \text{deadline} - \text{current time} - \text{execution time}. \]

- **Precedence** means a certain task has to finish before another task can start. Problems with precedence have been attacked by some researchers. For some specific problems with constraints, optimal solutions can be found. Fekete *et al.* [FKT01] found an optimal solution for a placement problem with precedence between tasks.

- **Priority level** for tasks is another parameter. Priority among tasks may arise at different levels in problems. Priority can be considered between tasks that arrive together so that, based on the priority, the placer decides which task to start placing first. Priority also can be considered on a higher level in which the placer can stop (pre-empt) a currently executing task to place a higher priority task.
The final parameter that classifies a problem is the set of choices for how the placer responds to arriving tasks. When a task arrives, the response of the online scheduler and the placer can have two or more options. The two options common to all schedulers are:

- Yes: place immediately, and
- No: reject the task.

For tasks that cannot be placed immediately, sometimes the placer can choose from the following options.

- Maybe: the placer found no placement now, but, while laxity remains, the algorithm will try again in the future to find a placement that will still satisfy the deadline for the task.
- Reserve: the placer has identified a known placement in the future and reserved the area for the task.

2.2. Performance Measurement

Different ways exist to measure the performance of a scheduling algorithm. The particular problem we are trying to solve determines which are relevant.

- Rejection ratio: ratio of the number of rejected tasks to the total number of tasks arrived during a certain time period.
- Routing cost [ABBT04]: cost to route the communication required by each task. This communication can be between the task and other tasks or the boundary of the chip (I/O). The routing cost is the sum of the weighted distance between the communicating points. Weighted distance represents the distance between the two communicating points multiplied by a number that depends on the width of the communication channel and amount of time for which it needs to be established. If there is no communication
between two modules or between the task and the boundary of the chip, then the routing cost between the two tasks or between the task and the boundary is zero.

- **Total execution time**: the total time taken by all tasks to finish executing starting from when the first task begins executing until the last task finishes.
- **Average waiting time** [WSP03]: waiting time is the time that a task has to wait until space becomes available. Average waiting time is the total waiting time divided by the number of tasks.

The particulars of a problem determine task characteristics and which performance criteria are relevant. For instance, for tasks with deadlines, the rejection ratio is important, while for tasks without deadlines, this is irrelevant.

### 2.3. Standard Approaches in Schedulers

Several basic ideas have been implemented in the area of offline and online schedulers. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. One of these basic ideas is *First Fit* (FF). It is obvious from the name of the algorithm that FF places a task in the first place found to accommodate the task. There are different versions of FF based on where to start searching the chip. FF may search the chip from the bottom-left corner going right then to the top of the chip. Other ways of searching free space exist depending on how the free space is represented. One of the main advantages of FF is its easy implementation. One of the disadvantages of FF is the use of the first found location to place the task without looking at how this decision will affect the placement of tasks in the future and how this decision will affect the chip utilization.

Best Fit (BF) is the second standard algorithm for this type of problem. BF searches all possible locations on the chip for the best location in which to place the task. The definition of “best” location depends on minimizing or maximizing certain criteria. For rectangles with sufficient width and height, some of these criteria are:
- smallest area,
- smallest width,
- smallest height, and
- least routing to the I/O pins.

The time needed for BF to find the best placement varies based on the way that free space is represented. A search can involve anything from searching the whole chip to just searching the first few items in an ordered data structure. BF has an intuitive advantage over FF in that by selecting the best location to place the task, it leaves free space that is less fragmented after placing the task than that left by FF. On the other hand, BF is slower than FF because FF can schedule a task as soon as it finds a sufficiently large free space, while BF must examine all possible locations.
CHAPTER 3: PRIOR WORK

In this chapter we will present some of the work done in the area of reconfigurable devices’ operating systems. There are several problems of interest in this field and they are slightly different. As mentioned before, some of the differences between the problems come from the different task parameters and algorithm parameters. These different problems make it hard to compare the work in the area to other researchers unless they deal with the same problem. Some different problems and the questions raised in this area were presented by Diessel and Wigley [DW99]. They identified several opportunities and aspects of task placement on an FPGA. Their technical report laid the foundation for most of the work in the area. They stated the reason behind the need for an operating system to control the function of reconfigurable devices, and they outlined most the functions to be performed by the operating system. These functions include, but are not limited to: design capture (the method of specifying the application), partitioning, placement, routing, and scheduling. They also raised some questions and issues on scheduling and placing such as task sizing, task placement, pre-empting tasks, and inter-task communication.

Most of the work done in this area targets the reconfigurable devices made by Xilinx, particularly the Virtex family of FPGAs [X04-1, X04-2, X05, X07]. Some recent work targeted Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 [X08, X09] chips. Because of the different operating system functions of interest and the different problems of interest to researchers, this chapter is organized as follows. The first part of the chapter will deal with the offline problem. In the second and the third parts, we will review the work done in the area about 1D online schedulers and 2D online schedulers. Then we will present some ideas of the work done on two main aspects of the operating system: defragmentation and free space management.
3.1. Prior Work on Offline Problem

The general offline problem for scheduling a general set of tasks on an FPGA, without any dependence among tasks, is NP-complete. For the problem “sequencing with release times and deadlines,” a set of tasks is given, each with a length, release time, and deadline. You want to determine whether there exists a one-processor schedule that satisfies release time constraints and satisfies all deadlines. This offline problem is NP-complete [GJ79]. The offline placer for a general set of tasks on an FPGA generalizes to this problem and that is why this offline FPGA scheduling problem is NP-complete. Since a solution to the online scheduling problem implies a solution to the offline problem, we can conclude that the online problem is also NP-complete.

Fekete et al. [FKT01, TFS01] presented algorithms to solve the problem of offline scheduling for a set of tasks with precedence constraints. They were able to solve two problems:

- find the minimum execution time of the given problem on an FPGA of fixed size, and
- find the FPGA of minimum size to accomplish the tasks within a fixed time limit.

3.2. Prior Work on 1D Schedulers

As described before, the problem of scheduling a set of real-time tasks on a reconfigurable device is similar to bin-packing problems. There are several heuristics that solve bin-packing problems. Chazelle [C83] implemented a bottom-left heuristic for two dimensional bin-packing. He proved that his algorithm can pack (insert) $n$ rectangles in an infinite height vertical bin of fixed width with the bottom-left heuristic in time $O(n^2)$, using $O(n)$ space. This algorithm complexity is for insertion only without deletions.

Steiger et al. [SWP03, SWP04] presented heuristics for two online schedulers: the horizon and the stuffing techniques. They first presented the schedulers to work on the 1D model, and then they showed how to change these algorithms to work on the 2D model.
found that the 1D model schedulers depend on the task aspect ratio. They also discussed design issues for reconfigurable hardware operating systems and the problem of online scheduling for real-time tasks with deadlines to partially reconfigurable devices.

Walder and Platzner [WP03-1] discussed different area models for reconfigurable devices. They also introduced a 1D block-partitioned model and devised an online scheduling system that schedules tasks according to several non-preemptive and preemptive policies. The block partition is similar to our regions method (Chapter 4), but the regions method targets a 2D model. They designed their scheduler to schedule real-time tasks with deadlines, but in their simulations they used average response time as a performance measurement. They later [WP03-2], continued their earlier work [WP03-1] and implemented a case study based on the XESS prototyping board (based on the Virtex XCV-800 FPGA). The case study executes a control/data-flow application that performs networking and multimedia tasks in an OS environment.

On the same trend, Baskaran et al. [BJS04] enhanced the work done by Walder and Platzner [WP03-1]. They introduced an efficient partitioning algorithm for the placement of real-time tasks on a 1D reconfigurable model. Instead of just using a fixed block size, their algorithm allows merging and dividing blocks to generate blocks with different sizes.

Kalte et al. [KPR04] presented a “system integration approach” that enables online, fine grained, 1D placement of modules on a Xilinx Virtex FPGA. They focused on designing a system that can work on current FPGA tools. They focused on the hardware details and explained the details of the hardware implementation. For communication between modules, they proposed a tri-state bus that spans the whole chip in a horizontal manner and through this
tri-state bus they allowed the communication between modules and between modules and the chip border.

Chen et al. [CH05] proposed a fragmentation-based scheduler for a 1D structure. They defined a metric composed from the area and the execution time of a task then used this metric to choose the best placement for the task on hand using a best-fit strategy.

Hubner et al. [HSB06] discussed in detail the memory configuration and the structure of the Virtex-II architecture. Also they showed how communication will be done in a column-oriented manner. They divided the reconfigurable area of the design into vertical configuration slots. A module can be placed in any of these slots regardless of its vertical position within the slot. Also they proved that within a slot one can place different modules on top of each other as long as the sum of the module heights does not exceed the slot height.

Some researchers presented ideas to schedule 2D tasks on a 1D model. The main problem they faced is the way the reconfiguration is done in a 1D reconfigurable device, as the whole column has to be reconfigured and so the task height has to span the entire height of the chip. Ahmadinia et al. [AT03] presented an online placer for a 1D model of a reconfigurable device. Their algorithm selects a placement for a task as if in a 2D model. To actually place the task on the FPGA, the algorithm preempts tasks that share a column with the new task and places all of them together. As the algorithm has to preempt some tasks, the algorithm schedules the new task in the location that has the least interference with the currently placed tasks. Interference between tasks in their work means sharing the same column. Also, they allowed task rotation mainly to make $h \geq w$ as their algorithm is column oriented. They also suggested that when a task finishes, the algorithm will not delete the task from the chip but will keep it as long as the space is not otherwise needed, in case it is needed in the future.
Sedcole *et al.* [SBALB05] proposed two methods for implementing dynamic partial reconfiguration on the Virtex chip also with a goal of placing 2D tasks on a 1D model. The proposed methods enable the modules to be placed on arbitrary areas of the FPGA. Other researchers have also studied placing 2D tasks in 1D slots [FVA08, HSB06, SBHB08, SKHB08].

Periodic tasks are tasks that must be executed at regular intervals. The deadline for these periodic tasks can be defined as the start of the next interval (period). Danne and Platzner [DP05-1, DP05-2] presented two scheduling algorithms for the placement of periodic real-time tasks. The first algorithm is an adaptation of the well known Earliest Deadline First (EDF) heuristic. The second algorithm uses the concept of servers that reserve area and execution time for other tasks. Tasks are successively merged into servers, which are then scheduled sequentially. Danne and Platzner [DP06-1] extended their work by applying a partial scheduling approach. Also they assumed that the same task can be implemented in different variants. The variants of tasks are differing in area and speed characteristics, for example, fast but resource-consuming and slower but resource-sparing versions. By extending one of the heuristics for the 2D level strip packing problem, their partitioned-EDF scheduling approach achieves acceptable device utilization. Danne *et al.* have continued working on periodic tasks [DMP06, DP06-1, DP06-2].

### 3.3. Prior Work on 2D Schedulers

In this section we will discuss some of the work done in the area on 2D online scheduling. As current FPGA devices do not allow fine-grained 2D placement, researchers have made some assumptions and designed their 2D schedulers based on them. Ahmadinia *et al.* [ABT03] presented two clustering methodologies that cluster real-time tasks before placing them on the reconfigurable device. In their research they targeted a fully reconfigurable FPGA. The
main idea behind the clustering is to collect some tasks that have similar features to be placed all together at the same time. They had two types of clusters: the first one is based on tasks with similar run time, and the second one aims at reducing communication among clusters by using a trade-off function for inter-task communication. They used FF as the placement heuristic to place these clusters on the chip. The results showed significant reduction in communication cost. They handled real-time tasks with deadlines. When the algorithm constructs the clusters, it checks that each task within a cluster will satisfy its deadline when placed at the cluster start time.

To minimize the communication costs among running tasks and between running tasks and the outside of the chip, Ahmadinia et al. [ABBT04, ABF04-1, ABF04-2] presented a new idea for an online scheduler. To reduce the communication cost, first, they found the optimal placement of a new task to minimize the communication cost with the currently executing tasks. Second, they tried to find the nearest possible position to the optimal point to place the task without overlapping with any of the currently executing tasks.

Tabero et al. [TSMM04] presented several heuristics for selecting task location based on a vertex list structure which they had developed [TMS03]. They applied their algorithm on a real-time set of tasks with deadlines and used the rejection ratio as a performance measurement. They compared the classical FF with the bottom-left heuristics to the FF algorithm operating with their vertex list approach. Also they compared the same for the BF algorithm and they proved that the vertex list enhanced the performance of the classical FF and BF algorithms.

Handa and Vemuri [HV04-3] used an area matrix of size equal to the size of the reconfigurable device. Each location in this matrix represents one CLB on the FPGA and indicates whether the CLB is occupied or free. They designed three different hardware architectures to be placed on a small portion of the FPGA to achieve ultra-fast placement. The
three hardware architectures search in the area matrix to find a free space to place the task on hand.

Handa and Vemuri [HV04] proposed a task queue management data structure for in order and out of order task scheduling strategies. The in-order task set means that tasks in the input priority queue may be data dependent upon each other, so the tasks need to be processed in order. In out of order processing, the tasks are not data dependent upon each other, so they can be executed in any order. They maintained empty area as a list of maximal empty rectangles.

As a different approach to solve the 2D scheduling problem, Bazargan et al. [BKS00] presented the idea of mixing the hardware and software execution of tasks. They assumed that when a task has no free location to be placed on the chip, then it can be executed in software at a time penalty. They combined their offline placement with a scheduling algorithm. The offline algorithm gives estimates of the available reconfigurable functional unit area, and the scheduler can use this information to schedule the tasks. They tried different free space search heuristics and applied them on the two basic algorithms: First Fit and Best Fit. The penalties applied when a task has to be executed on the software were the comparison parameter they used to compare these algorithms. In their simulation they found the SSEG (shorter segment) and LSQR (larger square empty rectangle) are the best among partitioning heuristics that keep only $O(n)$ empty rectangles.

Walder and Platzner [WP02] introduced a new operation, footprint transform, to be used with the current online schedulers. A footprint transform changes the shape of a task. This process is more complex than relocation. The idea behind the footprint transform is that they assumed that task shape does not have to be rectangular. They assumed that tasks are coarse-
grained non-rectangular and that they consist of rectangular subtasks that can be placed all separately at the same time and save space.

Steiger et al. [SWPT03] designed two online placers to deal with tasks that have arbitrary arrival times and synchronous (periodic) arrival times. Their algorithm uses an enhanced version of the non-overlapping empty rectangles to manage free space. In their work they represented the empty rectangles as tree nodes, and they formed an algorithm that allows insertion, deletion, and merging of rectangles from the tree. They used the First Fit algorithm as a reference point with which to compare their work. They dealt with real-time tasks with deadlines, so they used rejection ratio as a performance measurement. Also, they used the run time of the schedulers as a way to compare their work to FF. We compare our work on the region-based method to their results in Chapter 4.

Other recent research exists in the area of 2D scheduling [ABF07, CGLD07, CDHG07, TSMM06, TNY06, ZWHP07].

3.4. Prior Work on the Defragmentation Problem

Diessel et al. [DE97, DE01, DEMSS00] proposed effective heuristics to solve the problem of fragmentation by moving tasks on the chip to free more space to accommodate the new incoming tasks. They called this process as task compaction, and they have two types: full compaction and partial compaction (all tasks must be moved or just some of them). The task compaction is done by reloading the task configuration and state.

Kalte et al. [KPR04] discussed the issue of defragmentation. They studied 1D placement in which defragmentation is less complex than in the 2D case. To place a new module on the chip, the algorithm removes (some) existing modules from the chip and places them again on the chip.
in different places in order to build one or a few coherent free areas that can be used to place new arriving tasks. The reallocation process means placing tasks again from scratch.

One of the good works presented in the area of defragmentation is the work done by Septien et al. [SMMT06]. They presented a fragmentation metric to estimate when the FPGA fragmentation status is critical. Also, they presented several heuristics to perform the defragmentation process when the chip reaches a critical status. Their heuristics are based on using the vertex set list presented by Tabero et al. [TMS03] to represent the free space on the reconfigurable chip.

The work done by Van der Veen et al. [VFM05] extends the work of Teich et al. [TFS01]. They presented a defragmentation algorithm for an FPGA. Their algorithm is based on the idea of packing classes and uses an optimal solution for the 2D strip packing problem.

While most researchers are trying to solve the problem of defragmentation by designing algorithms to help reducing the defragmentation and increase the chip utilization, Compton et al. [CLC02] decided to attack the problem from a different direction. In their work, they proposed a new architecture designed specifically to exploit the benefits of run-time relocation and defragmentation. They referred to their architecture as the Relocation/Defragmentation (R/D) FPGA.

Handa and Vemuri [HV04-1] proposed a fragmentation metric different than Septien et al. [SMMT06]. They assumed that if an empty rectangle can accommodate a task as large as twice the average size of the task being placed, then the area inside that rectangle is not fragmented. They build a fragmentation matrix based on this assumption and used it to design a fragmentation-based placement strategy. Their proposed placement strategy works better than FF and BF placement strategies.
Gericota et al. [GASF02] proposed an idea to solve the problem of defragmentation by making a copy of all CLBs without interrupting the currently executing tasks. The idea is to then apply the defragmentation technique on the copy and transfer all the state information and routing resources to the new copy. When everything is ready, stop the original and put the copy in active status. Other researchers have continued investigating fragmentation measurements and fragmentation-based schedulers [EES07-1, EES07-2, FVA08, KKP06, SMMT08].

3.5. Free Space Management Prior Work

Bazargan et al. [BKS00] proposed one of the main techniques in the area of free space management. Most of the work done in this area is related to their work. They proposed the idea of representing the free space as a set of non-overlapping rectangles, and showed how this representation can help in finding a placement for a newly arrived task and also they showed how this representation can be updated when a task is to be deleted from the chip. Free space stored as non-overlapping rectangles does not recognize all the empty rectangles. This can lead to some tasks being rejected even though there is enough space to accommodate them but this space is divided between two non-overlapping rectangles. To solve this problem, they presented the idea of allowing overlapping of the empty rectangles, specifically overlapping maximal empty rectangles (MERs). They call this method as Keeping All Maximal Empty Rectangles (KAMER). For \( n \) tasks, we can have \( O(n) \) non-overlapping rectangles and in the case of MERs we can have \( O(n^2) \) rectangles. They proved that searching the non-overlapping empty rectangles to find those that can accommodate the module can be done in \( O(n \log n) \) space to store the empty rectangles and \( O(\log n + K) \) time to check which empty rectangle can accommodate a task, where \( K \) is the number of reported candidate rectangles (rectangles that have enough space to accommodate the task).
Ahmadinia et al. [ABBT04] proposed an idea of managing the occupied space rather than the free space on the chip. They proved that by managing the occupied space, their placement algorithm has a complexity of $O(n)$ compared to $O(n^2)$ for the KAMER proposed by Bazargan et al. [BKS00], where $n$ is the number of running tasks. To test the performance of their scheduling algorithm that keeps track of occupied space, they compared their work to the classical FF and BF, establishing that their algorithm can achieve better results.

Steiger et al. [SWPT03] developed an enhanced version of the partitioner presented by Bazargan et al. [BKS00]. Bazargan et al.’s placer uses heuristics to decide whether a free space rectangle is split vertically or horizontally upon task placement. The key to enhance this partitioner is to delay the decision of which way you split the free space rectangle till the new task arrives.

Walder et al. [WSP03] presented three partitioning algorithms based on the Bazargan et al. [BKS00] approach. They enhanced the non-overlapping rectangles technique. Two of these approaches are similar to other work done by them [SWPT03]. The third is based on a 2D hashing table to find a feasible task placement with a run time complexity of $O(1)$, but they did not account for reconfiguration time and also they did not account for the update time needed to update the hashing table.

Tabero et al. [TMS03] presented an area management algorithm to manage the free space on the chip. Their techniques derive from bin-packing heuristics. They represented free space by vertex sets; each one describes the contour of an unoccupied area fragment in the reconfigurable device. Some of these vertices may be used as candidate locations to place tasks. Their approach has a reasonable complexity of $O(n^2)$ time, where $n$ is the number of running tasks, and gives good results in terms of device fragmentation.
Handa and Vemuri [HV04-2] designed an algorithm to find the free space on an FPGA and represented this as a list of overlapping maximal empty rectangles. They converted the representation of free space on the chip to staircases, and they used the staircase data structure to find the overlapping maximal rectangles list.

3.6. Applications Using Reconfigurable Devices

Partial reconfiguration at run-time can save hardware in several types of applications. For example, Becker et al. [BHH07] presented run-time reconfigurable systems in the automotive domain. Their motivation to use one FPGA in the place of several chips was the increasing use and cost of computer hardware in automobiles. Also, Sedcole et al. [SBB06] designed run-time reconfigurable solutions for software-defined radio and video image processing. In all these instances, hardware reuse was prominent.

Braun et al. [BHB07] used the Xilinx Virtex-II as an adaptive circuit-switched Network-on-Chip. They implemented a new switch that resulted in reducing the controlling logic. Controlling the switch can be done by reconfiguring the content of specified look-up tables. Anderson et al. [AFK08] designed an adaptable signal processing prototype based on a run-time reconfigurable system. Huang et al. [HPLD08] created a structure that allows the smallest unit of reconfiguration to be 16 CLBs in a column. They used this structure to propose an FPGA-based scalable architecture for DCT computation. By using partial reconfiguration, the elements of the DCT architecture can be changed at run-time without the need to stop the chip while changing the configuration. Some applications will benefit from the improvement in time like audio and video applications.
3.7. Scheduling on Heterogeneous FPGAs

Very few researchers designed schedulers for heterogeneous structures. Fekete et al. [FKS08] proposed a new method based on dynamic relocation of module positions during run time. In their research they considered a 1D model chip. They proved that they had an improvement in the quality of the module layout over static layout by 50%.
CHAPTER 4: ONLINE SCHEDULERS AND PLACERS

Different problems in the area of scheduling tasks on reconfigurable devices require different schedulers. In this dissertation, we are interested in solving the online problem in which the scheduler receives tasks online and tries to place them as soon as space is available and before the laxity of the task reaches zero. In Section 4.1, we will describe how the first fit (FF) scheduling algorithm will operate in the Yes-No-Maybe (YNM) mode. Many papers in this area designed algorithms to operate in YNM mode but compared their results to FF operating in Yes-No (YN) mode [ABBT04, AT03, BKS00, HV04-1, SWP04, SWPT03, TSMM04, TMS03, WP02]. We decided to make a fair comparison by comparing our algorithm operating in YNM mode to FF operating in YNM mode (FF_YNM). The interesting result that we found is that YNM mode gives FF a significant performance improvement over YN mode. This was our first contribution in this research. In Section 4.2, we will describe the main idea about our region-based scheduler and in Section 4.3 compare the performance of our idea to FF_YNM and other algorithms and show why we expect our scheduler to give better performance. The comparison will be from different points: rejection ratio, ease of implementation, search time, and chip utilization.

4.1. FF_YNM Algorithm

We focus on two main modes of operation for online scheduling algorithms. In the first mode, YN mode, the placer will try to place a newly arrived task immediately and if no space is available, then the scheduler rejects the task. In this mode, the placer completely ignores the task’s laxity. The second mode is YNM mode in which the placer will try to place the task immediately, and if the scheduler finds no placement and the laxity of the task is greater than
zero, then the scheduler will keep it in a pending queue and attempt to place it as long as laxity remains.

The algorithm for scheduling real-time tasks consists of three modules: scheduler, placer, and free space manager. The placer and the free space manager are the same for the two modes YN and YNM, but the scheduler is different. In the following paragraphs we will describe first the modules common to the two modes and then after that we will describe the difference between the two schedulers. FF_Placer (Figure 4-1) is the first common module that the scheduler module will call to delete a task that finished executing and to find a placement for a task. The placer has no output in case of deleting a task, but in the case of placing a task the output will be the location found, if any.

The second common module is the free space manager, and this module is responsible for keeping the free space data structure updated every time a task is placed or deleted. This module will be called by the placer. The function of the free space manager is integrated with the functions of the placer and the end result of the two modules is to be able to search for placement and update the data structure for the free space.

The placer performs a search in the free space area to find a large enough rectangle to accommodate the task. The order in which the free space rectangles will be searched depends on the implementation and on the data structure used to represent the free space. This search will be done based on the information passed to the placer from the free space manager.

Some common parameters will be passed between the modules. The variables that we use to represent a task contain all the required information about the task such as task size \((h_t: \text{task height}, w_t: \text{task width})\), execution time, arrival time, deadline, and laxity. Also, this variable contains a slot called \textit{location}. The location will be empty when the task arrives and will contain
the location at which the task is placed when a placement decision has been made. Placed is a variable by which the placer indicates if it found a placement. If placed is zero after the placer module has been called, then this means it found no placement. If placed is one after the placer module has been called, then this means it found a placement for the task. Note that the above algorithm assumes bottom-left corner placement.

**Placer:**

Inputs: task \( t \), option
Output: update location slot in \( t \), placed
Runs when: called by scheduler

**FF_Placer \((t, \text{option})\)**

If \( \text{option} = 1 \)

Delete task \( t \) from the chip

**FF_free_space_manager\((t, 1)\)**

Else

\( \text{placed} = 0 \)

\( r = 1 \) (assume the free rectangles are indexed from 1)

While \( \text{placed} = 0 \) and \( r \leq \text{number of empty rectangles} \%

% Check free rectangle \( r \) on FPGA %

If \( h_r \geq h_t \) and \( w_r \geq w_t \) Then

place \( t \) in bottom left corner of \( r \)

\( \text{placed} = 1 \)

\( t (\text{location}) = \text{bottom left corner coordinates of } r \)

**FF_free_space_manager \((t, 0)\)**

\( r = r + 1 \)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Inputs: task \( t \), option, free space data structure
Output: updated free space data structure
Runs when: called by placer to update the free space

**FF_free_space_manager \((t, \text{option})\)**

If \( \text{option} = 1 \)

Add the space occupied by \( t \) to the free space data structure

Else

Delete the space occupied by \( t \) from the free space data structure

**Figure 4-1 Placer and free space manager for task scheduling problem**

The **FF_YN_scheduler** (Figure 4-2) and the previous two common modules form the FF_YN algorithm. **FF_YN_scheduler** has simple functions to perform. The scheduler runs every
unit time to check if any task finishes executing, and if so, then it will call the placer module to delete the task(s). It also checks every unit time if any tasks arrived and, if so, then it will try to place them immediately by calling the placer module, and if no placement was found, then it rejects the unplaced tasks. The yes-no name of the scheduler derives from the actions of either placing (yes) or rejecting (no) a newly arrived task.

We assume that the scheduler module has the following inputs. The arrived task array includes the tasks that have arrived at this time step. The executing task array includes all currently executing tasks. The output of the scheduler module is the executing task array.

On the other side, \textit{FF_YNM\_scheduler} tries to place a task as long as it has some laxity. In Figure 4-3, we describe the steps of this module. Again, as in \textit{FF\_YN\_scheduler}, this module runs every unit time to remove tasks that have finished executing. Next, if any executing task finished, then it tries to place the tasks in the pending queue. Also, on every unit time the module checks if any tasks arrived and tries to place newly arrived tasks by calling the placer module. If no placement was found for a new task at the current unit time, then the module puts the task in the pending queue if it has laxity. When the task is added to the pending queue, this means the module will try to place it again when more space is available or until its laxity has expired. This module has the inputs and outputs of \textit{FF\_YN\_scheduler} plus the pending queue.

When an executing task finishes (thereby freeing up space on the chip), the YNM scheduler attempts to place tasks from the pending queue in priority order. The pending queue is a data structure that orders waiting tasks based on some criterion, so it is not a FIFO queue. Possible criteria (orders) according to which the algorithm can retry to place these tasks include:

- ED: earliest deadline,
- LD: latest deadline,
• EA: earliest arrival,
• LA: latest arrival,
• SRL: shortest remaining laxity, and
• LL: longest laxity.

**FF_YN scheduler:**

Inputs: arrived task array, executing task array  
Output: executing task array  
Runs: every unit time  

**FF_YN_scheduler** *(arrived task array, executing task array)*  
For all executing tasks \( v \)  
If a task \( v \) finished executing  
Remove \( v \) from the executing task array  
**FF_placer** \( (v, 1) \)

For all arrived tasks \( t \) do the following  
Remove \( t \) from the arrived task array  
**FF_placer** \( (t, 0) \)  
If \( placed = 1 \)  
Then add \( t \) to the executing array  
Else  
reject \( t \)

**Figure 4-2 FF_YN_Scheduler**

In simulations, the ED criterion gave the best performance among them.

With the FF scheduler operating in YNM mode, the implementation is still easy as it runs the same placer as YN mode. In YNM mode, trying multiple times to place tasks in the pending queue will make it slower than FF_YN but at the same time will result in a better rejection ratio as the scheduler will not reject a task unless the task cannot satisfy its deadline.

In the following section we will describe a new scheduler idea that depends on splitting the chip into regions and deals with each region as if it is a different chip.
FF_YNM scheduler:

Inputs: arrived task array, executing task array, pending queue
Output: executing task array, pending queue
Runs: every unit time

**FF_YNM_scheduler (arrived task array, executing task array, pending queue)**

```
finished = 0
For all executing tasks \( v \)
    If a task \( v \) finished executing do
        Remove \( v \) from the executing task array
        \( FF\_placer (v, 1) \)
        \( finished = 1 \)

If \( finished = 1 \)
    For each task \( t \) in the pending queue
        if laxity(\( t \)) < 0
            Delete task \( t \) from the pending queue
        else
            \( FF\_placer (t, 0) \)
            if \( placed = 1 \) then
                Delete \( t \) from the pending queue
                and add \( t \) to the executing task array

For all arrived tasks \( t \) do the following
    Remove \( t \) from the arrived task array
    \( FF\_placer (t, 0) \)
    if \( placed = 1 \) then
        add \( t \) to the executing task array
    If \( placed = 0 \) and \( laxity (t) \neq 0 \)
        Then insert \( t \) in pending queue
    If \( placed = 0 \) and \( laxity (t) = 0 \)
        Then reject \( t \)
```

Figure 4-3 FF_YNM_Scheduler

4.2. Regions-Based Method

Most of the work proposed in the area of scheduling real-time tasks on an FPGA deals with the chip as a whole. Therefore, a search for free space involves searching in a data structure that represents the entire chip. This way is time consuming and motivated our idea of dividing
the chip into regions to allow a reduction of the search time. We call the new idea as the \textit{regions method}. The free space manager represents the space in each region separately from other regions. The placer searches by regions to find a placement, still using the FF technique for searching inside a region.

The regions-based idea derives from the problem of stacking boxes in an empty room. Stacking the same size boxes on top of each other efficiently uses the available space. In contrast, by stacking different sizes on top of each other the remaining space might be broken into many small pockets with no sufficiently large space for other boxes to be placed. The idea of our algorithm is to divide the room into regions of different sizes and assign each region to carry a certain box size. We call the size of a region as its \textit{base}.

\textbf{4.2.1. Description of the Regions-Based Idea}

From this concept of stacking boxes, we decided to divide the chip into regions such that each region has a base (value). The base determines the width of a task that can be placed within this region. A task will be placed in the region that has a base corresponding to the task width. In this initial version of the method, we need to have regions with bases equal to all the expected task widths. Because of the chip size limitation and the variety of task sizes, it is not feasible to have all possible bases on one chip. To accommodate more widths, we permit a region to hold tasks with width equal to a small multiple of the base. For a region with base $b$, any task of width equal to $b$ or multiple up to $\alpha$ of the base $b$ will be placed in this region. Consequently, one of the design parameters is the value of $\alpha$. For $\alpha = 3$, for example, only tasks with widths $\in \{7, 14, 21\}$ will be placed within a region with base 7. This still does not cover all task widths, so if the task width does not match any multiple up to $\alpha$ of a base, then our online scheduler adjusts the task width by adding some dummy columns to match the closest larger base multiple.
Figure 4-4 shows a $96 \times 64$ chip divided according to following bases $\langle 3, 6, 7, 7, 9 \rangle$ and $\alpha = 3$, so the numbers of columns reserved for the bases are $\langle 9, 18, 21, 21, 27 \rangle$. The borders between adjacent regions are all virtual borders with no physical divisions on the FPGA.

To explain the idea of readjusting the task size to match the regions we will use the base assignment of the Figure 4-4 example and explain in detail how this step is performed. Let the set of bases be $\{3, 6, 7, 7, 9\}$ and $\alpha = 3$. If a task $t_k$ arrives with width $w_k = 10$, then the algorithm resizes the task to the first possible size allowed, which is 12 in base 6. The algorithm then tries to place it within the base 6 region with a width of 12. This process does not mean reshaping or changing physically the size of the task. It is a virtual increase in the size to match a base multiple, and the main idea behind adding these columns is to keep the remaining free space within the region as a multiple of the base.

![Figure 4-4 Empty chip with regions](image-url)
In the above example, the maximum width that can be accommodated on the chip is 27. As the maximum task width expected might be more than what the largest region can accommodate (in the example, 27 columns), we have created an area called the *joker* area at the top of the chip, and it has some rows of the chip reserved exclusively for it. The *joker* area is mainly used for two purposes:

- accommodate tasks with width more than the largest region width, and
- accommodate tasks with width that can fit in a region but at the time of arrival there was insufficient free space for that task in the required region.

Figure 4-5 shows a chip with regions and with a *joker* area reserved at the top of the chip. Our regions-based online scheduler allows the *joker* exclusive use of its reserved area and also allows the *joker* to place tasks in the regions area. Basically the placer searches just a region area when it attempts to place a task in that region, but searches the entire chip (starting from the *joker* area) when it attempts to place a task in the *joker* area. If the task width is larger than what any region can accommodate, then the task is marked to be placed within the *joker* area. If the task width fits in a region, but the region has no space for it, then the placer attempts to place the task in the *joker* with original task width (no adjusting required).

In the regions-based method we assume that the bases are chosen before the scheduler starts and stay fixed till the last task finishes executing. The criteria on which the scheduler can decide on the bases can vary from one problem to another, but for best performance, bases should satisfy the following conditions:

- span all columns, that is, for a set of bases \( B = \{b_1, b_2, ..., b_r \} \) and chip width \( w \), for each base \( b_i \) the width reserved will be \( \alpha \cdot b_i \) and
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{r} \alpha \cdot b_i \leq w, \]

- cover as many expected task widths as possible, and
- cover widths consistent with task width distribution.

**Figure 4-5 Empty chip with regions and joker area**

One of the open problems for research in this idea is creating an algorithm to select the best set of bases as a function of FPGA size and expected incoming task widths. Also, changing the bases during the operation of the chip dynamically to be able to reduce the use of the joker area and to be able to use the regions to fit as many tasks as possible is another open problem.

**4.2.2. Algorithm Steps**

In this section we will describe the steps of our region-based scheduling algorithm. We describe first the placer’s actions in attempting to place a task within an assigned region, whether
it is a newly arrived task or from the pending priority queue. Following that, we describe the higher level, which is the scheduling algorithm.

Consider a task $t$ for which the scheduler has earlier assigned a base of $b_k$.

1. Search within base $b_k$'s region using the FF technique to find a placement for the task.
2. If no placement is found, then try to place the task within the joker area using FF starting from the top row of the joker region and proceeding downward.
3. If a placement was found in Step 1 or 2, then update the free space and skip Step 4.
4. No placement was found: if laxity remains for $t$, then insert $t$ into the pending priority queue (according to the chosen ordering criterion); otherwise, reject $t$.

At a higher level, the scheduling algorithm must handle newly arrived tasks and tasks in the pending priority queue, assign regions to new tasks, and define an order for attempting to place tasks. This part of the code is responsible for assigning each task a region, adjusting the task width if needed. The steps are as follows.

Assume that we have partitioned the FPGA into $r$ regions $S_m$, for $1 \leq m \leq r$, where $b_m$ is the base of $S_m$. Let $\alpha$ denote the multiplier used to determine region width (so, for example, the width of the region reserved for $S_m$ is $\alpha \cdot b_m$).

1. Check currently executing tasks and delete any task that has finished executing. Call the placer to update the free space data structure to free the space used by completed tasks.
2. If at least one task finished executing in Step 1, then for each task in the pending priority queue in order, execute the placement procedure.
3. If any new task $t_i$ has arrived, then do the appropriate one of the following.
If \( w_i \) equals \( j \cdot b_m \) for some \( 1 \leq j \leq \alpha \) and some base value \( b_m \), then assign \( t_i \) to the first such region \( S_m \). Execute the placement procedure for new task \( t_i \).

If \( w_i \neq j \cdot b_m \) for all \( b_m \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq \alpha \) but \( w_i < \alpha \cdot b_k \) for some \( b_k \), then adjust \( w_i \) to the next larger value of \( j \cdot b_k \), where \( 1 \leq j \leq \alpha \), \( 1 \leq k \leq r \), and assign \( t_i \) to region \( S_k \). Execute the placement procedure for new task \( t_i \).

Otherwise, if \( w_i > \alpha \cdot b_m \) for all \( b_m \), then execute the placement procedure for \( t_i \) starting from Step 2.

The algorithm works in YNM mode. In the simulation section we examine several possible ordering criteria for the pending priority queue (Figure 4-11). The structure of this algorithm follows that of FF_YNM in Figures 4-1 and 4-3 with the difference of dealing with regions instead of dealing with the whole chip at once.

In the above algorithms, we assumed that the placer found no placement for the task in the assigned region, then the placer will try to place it in the joker. In the simulations, we tried different versions of the algorithm. One of the versions is that if the placer did not find a placement for the task in the assigned region, then it will report to the scheduler that no placement is found and the scheduler readjusts the task size to match a different region and calls the placement procedure again to try to place the task in the new assigned region. Each time no placement is found, the placer reports to the scheduler. If the scheduler finds no placement in any of the stated number of regions it is allowed to try, then the scheduler will call the placement procedure to try to place the task within the joker area. Also, one of the versions we tested in our simulations was a chip with no joker area.

Figure 4-6 shows an example for a chip with some tasks placed in region areas and one task placed in the joker area. The task placed in the joker area has a width of 30 which is bigger.
than what the biggest region can support (region base 9 with biggest width to support = 27).

When this task arrived, the scheduler placed the task in the joker area. Figure 4-7 shows several tasks in the joker. Task number 85 has a width of 17 and at the time it arrived there was no placement available within the regions (region base 6), so the scheduler placed it in the joker area.

![Figure 4-6 Regions example 1](image)

### 4.3. Experimental Evaluation

In this section we will present the results of simulations comparing FF in YN mode, FF in YNM mode, and the regions-based method. We also compare different criteria for ordering tasks in the pending queue.
4.3.1. Simulation Parameters

We performed simulations with sets of tasks with several parameters randomly generated and uniformly distributed over certain ranges. The following parameters and ranges have been used.

- The simulated device matches the size of the Xilinx XCV1000 FPGA, which consists of $96 \times 64 = 6144$ reconfigurable units. Also, we performed simulations for size $200 \times 200$.

- Task area is in the range of $[50, x]$ reconfigurable units, where $x \in \{100, 300, 500, 1000, 2000\}$.

- The aspect ratio used in generating the tasks is in the range of $[0.2, 5]$. Half of the generated tasks will be uniformly distributed in the range of $[0.2, 1]$ and half will be uniformly distributed in the range of $[1, 5]$.
The arrival time is uniformly distributed over the period $[1, t_{\text{max}}]$, where $t_{\text{max}}$ is the latest time a task is expected to arrive.

The execution time of each task is in the range of $[5, 100]$ time units.

Laxity is in the range $[y, z]$ time units, where $[y, z] \in \{[1, 50], [50,100], [100,200]\}$.

The deadline of a task is the sum of its arrival time, execution time, and laxity.

No information is known in advance about the maximum task width expected.

The mentioned parameters are the same simulation parameters used in the work done by Steiger et al. [SWPT03]. We will compare our results with theirs.

### 4.3.2. Performance Measure

As the problem we are interested in is online scheduling for a real-time set of tasks, we use the rejection ratio as a performance measure. We also use the chip load [SWPT03] as a way to measure how much demand a task set places on the FPGA in each simulation. The chip load is a function of the area time product for each task:

$$\text{chip load} = \frac{\sum w_i \cdot h_i \cdot e_i}{w \cdot h \cdot t_{\text{max}}}$$

where

- $w_i, h_i$ are the width and the height of task $i$,
- $e_i$ is the execution time of task $i$,
- $w$ is the chip width,
- $h$ is the chip height, and
- $t_{\text{max}}$ is the latest time a task is expected to arrive.

The simulations will measure the rejection ratio for different chip loads. We are interested in chip load in the range $[0.3, 1.2]$ because chip loads more than that will not actually indicate the
performance of the code as the chip is overly loaded. To cover the chip load in which we are interested, the simulations vary chip load range by changing the number of tasks under simulation. We had several runs at different chip loads, in other words, at different numbers of tasks. To evaluate the performance of the online scheduler, we performed 210 simulations with 30 simulations for each of the following seven different numbers of tasks: 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 500. Because the task parameters are randomly distributed, the chip load does not have to be exactly the same for the same number of tasks. To evaluate the performance of the scheduler, we average rejection ratio for any run that has a chip load between 0.65 and 0.75, for example, and report it as the rejection ratio at chip load 0.7. For each range of chip load, we do the same. Also, the simulations will vary the value of $t_{max}$ according to different area classes used to keep the chip load in the same range.

4.3.3. Simulation Results

In this section we report different results for regions-based schedulers varying the simulation parameters explained in the previous section. We examine two existing methods for comparison with our work. The first one is the basic FF scheduler and the second one is the scheduler designed by Steiger et al. [SWPT03]. The regions, FF_YN, and FF_YNM schedulers have been implemented with Matlab. The results for the work done by Steiger et al. were taken directly from their paper. All the codes have been tested with the same simulation parameters.

Tables 4-1 through 4-7 summarize representative simulation results. Each entry in these tables shows average rejection ratio over the 210 simulations across a range of chip loads on a 96 × 64 FPGA. The set of parameter values in each row of regions simulations indicates the number of rows exclusively allocated to the joker, the number of regions the placer will try before checking the joker, the multiple $\alpha$ of base value to fix region width, and the set of bases. The
results reported in this table assumed earliest deadline (ED) as the criterion on which the pending queue is sorted. At the end of the chapter we will show the effect of using different criteria for sorting the pending queue.

In Table 4-1, experiment 2 (E2) displays results for the core set of parameter values: 14 rows reserved for the joker, the placer tries one region, \( \alpha = 3 \), and set \( \{3, 6, 7, 7, 9\} \) of bases. Compared to FF_YN (E1), E2 shows substantial improvements in rejection ratio for each task area range. Figure 4-8 details this comparison of E1 and E2 across chip loads for the area range [50, 500].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-1 Average rejection ratio for FF_YN and regions-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>different area, laxity = 1:50, chip 96 x 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task area range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments in Table 4-2 show the effect of trying different regions to find a placement for the arrived task. In this case the placer will try the first assigned region and if it finds no placement, the placer will try to place it in other regions after readjusting the size of the task. In Table 4-2, “try” indicates the number of regions the placer is allowed to try to find a placement. In experiments E2, E8, and E3, we exclusively reserved 14 rows for the joker area and we allowed the placer to try 1, 2, and 4 regions, respectively. The results in these three experiments produce very little change in the rejection ratio. In experiments E9, E10, and E5 we canceled the joker area completely so the placer places tasks only in the regions (note: tasks with width larger than what a region can accommodate will be rejected), and we allowed the placer to try 2, 3, and 4 regions, respectively. The results in these three experiments show some enhancement in performance when trying more regions to place tasks. Also, by comparing the results in E2, E8,
and E3 with E9, E10, and E5, we can conclude that using the joker area is dominant over trying multiple regions.

![Figure 4-8 Rejection ratio vs. chip load for FF_YN (E1) and regions method (E2) with area range [50,500].](image)

**Table 4-2 Effect of trying multiple regions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>task area range</th>
<th>50:100</th>
<th>50:300</th>
<th>50:500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>joker rows = 14, try = 1, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>joker rows = 14, try = 2, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>joker rows = 14, try = 4, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>joker rows = N/A, try = 2, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>joker rows = N/A, try = 3, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>joker rows = N/A, try = 4, ( \alpha=3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-3 shows the effect of using the joker area. To show only the effect of the joker area, we fixed the following parameters: bases \{3, 6, 7, 7, 9\}, the placer tries four regions before trying to place in the joker, and \(\alpha = 3\). In experiments 3 to 5 (E3 to E5), we changed the number of rows exclusively reserved for the joker area between 14, 0, and no joker at all. From the results shown in the table, not using a joker at all (E5) has a large performance penalty because any task wider than the widest region will always be rejected. Not using a joker is an option only if all tasks fit within some region. Also, the table shows that in the case of task area 50:100 (relatively small tasks) the use of the joker produces little change in the results (E3 and E4 vs. E5). Also, from the results shown in the table, changing the number of exclusively reserved rows produces little change (E3 vs. E4).

### Table 4-3 Effect of using different joker area sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>different area, laxity = 1:50, chip 96 x 64</th>
<th>task area range</th>
<th>50:100</th>
<th>50:300</th>
<th>50:500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>joker rows = 14, try = 4, (\alpha = 3), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>joker rows = 0, try = 4, (\alpha = 3), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>.0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>Not using joker rows = N/A, try = 4, (\alpha = 3), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments in Table 4-4 show the effect of using different sets of bases. In this set of experiments the placer will try to place the task in all regions before trying to place it in the joker area. Also, we reserved 14 rows exclusively for the joker area. The value of \(\alpha\) was adjusted for different bases so that the regions span all FPGA columns. These results indicate little sensitivity to the exact choice of bases. Knowledge of a specific task set, however, can profitably guide base assignment.
Table 4-5 illustrates that, for a larger chip (200 × 200), in experiment E12, the regions method greatly enhances performance when the joker was used. In experiment E13, the scheduler was tested without a joker at all and performance is almost the same as E11 even though in this case some tasks were rejected because their sizes are larger than what the regions can accommodate.

**Table 4-4 Effect of using different sets of bases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task area range</th>
<th>50:100</th>
<th>50:300</th>
<th>50:500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3 joker rows = 14, try = 4, ( \alpha = 3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6 joker rows = 14, try = 4, ( \alpha = 3 ), bases = {6, 7, 8, 11}</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7 joker rows = 14, try = 7, ( \alpha = 2 ), bases = {3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11}</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4-5 Average rejection ratio with chip size 200 × 200.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>chip load</th>
<th>FF_YN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12 joker rows = 0, try = 7, ( \alpha = 3 ), bases = {6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13}</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13 not using joker, try = 7, ( \alpha = 3 ), bases = {6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13} (does not cover all task sizes)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also compared the regions method to the algorithm of Steiger et al. [SWPT03]. Table 4-6 compares the rejection ratio at several chip loads for E2 against results from their work.

**Table 4-6 Rejection ratio at different chip loads compared to Steiger et al. [SWPT03].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>chip load</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2 joker rows = 14, try = 1, ( \alpha = 3 ), bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steiger et al. [SWPT03]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-7 illustrates that the performance of FF_YNM (E14) is better than FF_YN (E1). Figure 4-9 shows the performance of FF_YNM using the earliest deadline ordering criterion (FF_YNM_ED) compared to FF_YN. At chip load = 1, the rejection ratio of FF_YN is approximately 0.28 and the rejection ratio of FF_YNM_ED is approximately 0.19 which indicates a reduction in the rejection ratio by about 36%. The results in Figure 4-9 show the importance of retrying tasks that were initially rejected.

Table 4-7 Rejection ratio at different chip loads for FF_YNM, FF_YN, and regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>chip load</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2 joker rows = 14, try = 1, $\alpha=3$, bases = {3, 6, 7, 7, 9}</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14 FF_YNM</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FF_YN</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-9 FF_YN vs. FF_YNM_ED
Figure 4-10 compares the performance of the regions-based method to the FF_YNM algorithm. Figure 4-10 shows the comparison between them using the earliest deadline ordering criterion; results with other ordering criteria are comparable. From Figure 4-10 we can see that the two methods return nearly identical results. Even though the regions-based scheduler achieves the same rejection ratio as FF_YNM, the regions-based idea has other features that make it better than FF_YNM. As described above, the regions-based scheduler has less search time as the algorithm does not have to search the whole chip to check if there is free space for the task or not.

**Figure 4-10 REGIONS_YNM_ED vs. FF_YNM_ED**

Figure 4-11 shows the performance of the regions method under different criteria for sorting the pending queue. We have tried the following: Latest Arrival (LA), Latest Deadline (LD), Longest Laxity (LL), Earliest Arrival (EA), Earliest Deadline (ED), and Shortest Remaining Laxity (SRL). From Figure 4-11 we can see that earliest deadline (ED) has the best
performance among all of them and that is why all the results in this section were reported based on the ED criterion.

Figure 4-11 Different criteria for sorting the pending queue
CHAPTER 5: FREE SPACE MANAGERS

To schedule a set of tasks in a small amount of time, the scheduling algorithm must manage the free space efficiently. A data structure to represent free space should allow the scheduler to identify free space in which to place a new task and admit efficient updates after placing or removing a task. In this part of our research, we review some existing data structures and analyze their time complexity. We propose a new structure using maximal horizontal and vertical strips to represent the free space. These strips start and stop at task boundaries. Simulation and time analysis showed that this method has better time complexity than many other free space data structures and at the same time has a very reasonable rejection ratio on real-time tasks compared to other methods.

In this chapter we will describe some of the data structures used in the area by other researchers. The bit matrix is one of the well known data structures used in the area, with a bit for each CLB representing whether that CLB is occupied or free. Instead of representing each CLB individually, the free space manager can represent a group of empty CLBs as one entry in the data structure. A group of empty CLBs can be represented as a rectangle called an empty rectangle. There are different types of these rectangle based on the CLBs they represent. Empty rectangles can overlap, sharing some CLBs, or they can represent disjoint sets of CLBs. Empty rectangles were first used by Bazargan et al. [BKS00] in the problem of scheduling on RC devices. They used two different types of empty rectangles, one of which is the maximal empty rectangle (MER) and the other is non-overlapping empty rectangles. In this chapter we explain the two types of empty rectangles and compare them from different aspects. We show some of the problems in creating empty rectangles or updating them after inserting or deleting a task. Also, we introduce an algorithm to update the MERs after task insertion and task deletion, and
we compare the time complexity of our update algorithm to the time complexity of other update algorithms presented by researchers who used MERs in their research. At the end of our research about empty rectangles, we will show that creating these rectangles every time we need them from scratch takes less time than keeping them updated after any change on the chip.

In the next chapter we will introduce another data structure that we used to solve the problem of keeping information about the free space on the chip. The idea behind this data structure is to use horizontal and vertical strips to represent the free space on the chip. The maximal horizontal and vertical strips (MHVS) used by a scheduler showed similar performance compared to other data structures but in much less time to generate them and keep them updated every time the space on the chip changes. At the end of that chapter, we will compare these different data structures.

Free space data structures vary in the time needed to search for a placement, time needed to update the data structure after task deletion or insertion, ease of implementation, and the memory needed to store the information of the free space on the chip. These measures are what we will use in our research to compare different data structures.

5.1. Bit Matrix

A bit matrix that is a 2D array of $w$ columns and $h$ rows can directly represent a $w \times h$ 2D reconfigurable area. Each entry in the matrix represents an RCU. If an RCU is occupied by a task (free), then the corresponding entry in the bit matrix is 1 (0). With a bit matrix representation of free space, when the scheduler calls the placer to place a task $t$ with size $c \times r$, the placer searches in the bit matrix for a sub-matrix of size bigger than or equal to $c \times r$ with all zero elements. After placing the task, the placer changes the value of each element in this sub-matrix to be 1. When a task finishes executing, the placer updates the bit matrix by changing all the elements
that represent the area occupied by the task to be zeros. Using a bit matrix is very easy and straightforward but takes a long time to find a placement. Updating the data structure after a task insertion or a task deletion is straightforward but yet takes time.

The time required to search the bit matrix for a placement of size $c \times r$ in the worst case is $O(whcr)$. The update time after each placement or deletion of a task requires $O(cr)$ time. The time complexity of the placer based on bit matrix representation will be $O(whcr)$. The time complexity for using the bit matrix is related to the chip size and the task size. In other data structures that will be analyzed or proposed in this research the data structures depend on the number of executing tasks on the chip, so, we will represent their time and space complexities as functions of $n$, where $n$ is the number of executing tasks on the chip. Based on simulations with $w = 96$ and $h = 64$ and other parameters as in Section 4.3.1, we have found that the chip might have up to 25 tasks running at the same time. Based on this, the time complexity of using bit matrix representation is greater than $O(n^2)$. Several schedulers discussed earlier [ABBT04, CDHG07, HV04–2, WSP03] use a bit matrix as their free space data structure or employ a variation of the same size to maintain a data structure, at significant time cost. From an implementation point of view, the bit matrix is the easiest data structure to implement. A bit matrix requires $O(wh)$ space to store the information for the free space.

5.2. Empty Rectangles

Empty rectangles representation is a common way to represent the free space on an FPGA. Empty rectangles were applied to represent the free space on the FPGA by Bazargan et al. [BKS00]. Instead of dealing with the free space on an FPGA by individual CLBs, the free space can be combined together to form rectangles of free CLBs. So the data structure
representing the free space consists of a set of empty rectangles with the condition that every
CLB inside a rectangle is unused.

Using empty rectangles representation, when a task arrives, the scheduler searches the set
of empty rectangles for a rectangle that has a width greater than or equal to the task’s width and a
height greater than or equal to the task’s height. So, a task $t$ with width $c$ and height $r$ will be
placed in a rectangle $m$ with a width $y$ and a height $x$ only if $y \geq c$ and $x \geq r$. After placing a task,
the scheduler updates the free space accordingly by removing rectangle $m$ from the data
structure. As the task may not use the whole space of the rectangle, then the scheduler has
several options to deal with the remaining space. An easy approach will be splitting the
remaining space into rectangles and adding them to the set of rectangles after removing the
original rectangle from the set. Or, a more complicated approach would be to try to merge the
remaining space to some of the existing rectangles in the set of empty rectangles to form a bigger
rectangle. Later in this section we will discuss ways of updating the empty rectangles after
placing or deleting a task from an FPGA. The time needed to search the empty rectangles set is
less than searching a bit matrix as in empty rectangles we are dealing with group of CLBs
(empty rectangle) instead of dealing with individual CLBs.

The work of Bazargan et al. [BKS00] is one of the major contributions in using empty
rectangles as a way of free space representation. They employed two different types of empty
rectangles: non-overlapping rectangles and overlapping rectangles. In the next sections will give
details on how to use them and how to update them and also we will introduce some of our
contributions in enhancing the performance of the update process for empty rectangles.
5.2.1. Non-Overlapping Empty Rectangles

Bazargan et al. [BKS00] proposed the idea of representing free space as a set of non-overlapping rectangles. In their non-overlapping rectangles representation, the free space can be represented by $O(n)$ rectangles, where $n$ is the number of active tasks. A placer uses $O(n \log n)$ space to store the empty rectangles and $O(\log n + k)$ time to check which empty rectangle can accommodate a task, where $k$ is the number of reported candidate rectangles. Figure 5-1 shows an example for non-overlapping rectangles.

![Figure 5-1 Non-overlapping rectangles](image)

Steiger et al. [SWPT03] enhanced the non-overlapping rectangle representation of Bazargan et al. [BKS00] to permit limited overlaps. Bazargan et al.’s placer uses heuristics to decide whether to split a free space rectangle vertically or horizontally upon task placement. The key to Steiger et al.’s enhancement is to delay the decision of which way to split the free space rectangle until a new task arrives that can use this space.

5.2.2. Overlapping Maximal Empty Rectangles

Another type of empty rectangle is the Maximal Empty Rectangle (MER). In a chip that has $n$ running tasks, a maximal empty rectangle is an empty rectangle that is not contained by
any other empty rectangle and does not overlap any of the $n$ running tasks (see Figure 5-2 for examples).

Note that a non-overlapping rectangle does not have to be maximal, and this is one of the main differences between the two representations. In Figure 5-1, for example, $z_1$ is maximal but $z_2$ is not maximal.

The placer manipulates the MER data structure when searching for free space, inserting new tasks, and deleting tasks that finished executing. Figure 5-2 shows an example of a set of MERs and how that set changes with a task insertion and a task deletion. Figure 5-2(a) shows a set of MERs when a chip has three executing tasks. Figure 5-2(b) shows the update after placing a new task ($T_4$), and Figure 5-2(c) shows the update after deleting task $T_2$.

![Figure 5-2](image)

**Figure 5-2** (a) Example of a set of MERs, (b) updated after inserting task $T_4$, and (c) updated after deleting task $T_2$. 
Several other researchers in the area have studied MERs for different applications like VLSI layout. Overmars and Wood [OW88] presented an algorithm to compute the MERs given a set of \( n \) points. Also, Orlowski [O90], Nandy et al. [NBR90], and Datta [D92] developed methods to construct all MERs given \( n \) tasks (or rectangles or points) that run in \( O(n \log n + d) \) time, where \( d \) is the number of MERs. In the worst case, the set of MERs includes \( O(n^2) \) rectangles, while the expected number of MERs is \( O(n \log n) \) for a random distribution of tasks [NLH84]. Nandy et al. [NBR90] utilized maximal horizontal strips in their algorithm to create MERs.

Bazargan et al. [BKS00] were among the first researchers in the area to use MERs in representing the free space on a reconfigurable device. They called this method as Keeping All Maximal Empty Rectangles (KAMER). They also stated that the time to search for a free rectangle to accommodate a task is \( O(n^2) \). Chiu and Chen [CC99] asserted that the time complexity to insert a task and update the KAMER structure is \( O(d^2) \), where \( d \) is the number of MERs, and that the time complexity to delete a task and update the KAMER structure is \( O(d^2) \). (Zhou et al. [ZWHP06] identified a similar time complexity.) In the worst case \( d \) is \( O(n^2) \) so, in the worst case, then, the time complexity to update the MERs is \( O(n^4) \).

Time complexity is one way to compare different types of free space data structures. We can also compare them based on if the data structure is recognition-complete. A structure is recognition-complete if it is able to recognize all free rectangles on the reconfigurable device. This feature may affect not just the time complexity but also will affect the performance of the scheduler as a data structure that is not recognition complete may not represent every free region on the chip, and this can result in rejecting a task even though there is a space for it on the chip. A bit matrix deals with each CLB on the chip, and this means that the bit matrix can detect any
free region on the chip. So, a bit matrix is a recognition-complete data structure. Also, The MER free space data structure is recognition-complete. The time to search or update MERs, however, is relatively high compared to other methods that we will discuss in the next chapter. As far as the performance, the MER proved to have a better performance than non-overlapping rectangles by recognizing more free regions on the chip. Free space stored as non-overlapping rectangles is not recognition-complete as the scheduler may not be able to detect all free regions even though the free space manager covers all free CLBs on the chip. For example, in Figure 5-1 if a task $u$ arrives with a height equal to the sum of the height of $z_1$ and the height of $z_2$ and a width smaller than the width of $z_2$, then $u$ will be rejected even though sufficient free space is available because it does not fit in $z_1$ or $z_2$.

One of the main problems associated with MERs is how to update them after inserting or deleting a task. In the next section we will represent an update algorithm and analyze its time complexity and compare this to a very basic thought which is creating MERs from scratch every time we insert or delete a task.

### 5.2.3. Updating MERs after Insert Action

In this section we will present a new method to update the set of all MERs. The worst case analysis for our method and methods presented before from other researchers, such as Chiu and Chen [CC99], have the same time complexity. The method presented in this section will exploit the MER Task Insertion Theorem and MER Task Deletion Theorem below.

Let $R$ denote the set of all MERs in an FPGA. Let $q$ denote a rectangle selected in which to place a new task. Assume that at least one rectangle in $R$ completely contains $q$.

**MER Task Insertion Theorem.** The only MERs that may change when task $t$ is inserted in rectangle $q$ are the MERs that overlap with $q$. 
Proof: Let \( R \) denote the set of MERs in the FPGA before placing \( t \). Each MER in \( R \) that overlaps the placement of \( t \) obviously must change because the space occupied by \( t \) is no longer empty. Consider now MER \( z \in R \) such that \( z \) does not overlap the placement of \( t \). Since \( z \) was maximal before placing \( t \) and since placing \( t \) does not add any free space to the FPGA, then \( z \) cannot grow in size (because tasks and boundaries that determined its limits have not changed) and \( z \) cannot shrink (because it does not overlap with \( t \)). \( \square \)

Let \( g \) denote a rectangle representing the space freed after a task \( t \) has finished and we want to incorporate \( g \) into \( R \). Rectangle \( g \) is disjoint from \( R \), that is, for all \( h \in R, h \cap g = \emptyset \).

MER Task Deletion Theorem: The only MERs that may change when a task \( t \) is deleted, freeing a rectangle \( g \), are the MERs that share part of a border with \( g \).

Proof: Let \( R \) denote the set of MERs in an FPGA before deleting \( t \). Let \( g \) denote the rectangle freed by the deletion of \( t \). Rectangle \( g \) is disjoint from \( R \). If no MERs touch \( g \), this means that \( g \) is a MER. If some MERs in \( R \) touch \( g \), then those MERs may be able to expand to incorporate some or all of the free space of \( g \). Consider now MER \( q \in R \) such that \( q \) does not touch \( g \). Rectangle \( q \) was maximal before the deletion of \( t \) with \( q \)’s limits determined by surrounding tasks (other than \( t \)) and FPGA boundaries. These conditions did not change with the deletion of \( t \), so \( q \) cannot grow in size, and, of course, \( q \) cannot shrink because the deletion of \( t \) did not remove any free space in \( q \). \( \square \)

Update methods based on the above theorems require maintaining structures that indicate for each MER the set of MERs that overlap with it and the set of tasks that share a border. The MER Task Insertion Theorem states that the only MERs that can change after a task insertion are those that overlap \( q \). Therefore, the algorithm maintains a graph describing the overlapping of MERs to be able to efficiently update, delete, and recognize the affected MERs. As the graph
will represent the relations among MERs and running tasks, we will call it a *relation graph*. The graph has five types of relations between tasks and MERs. In the relation graph we may have the following:

- tasks touching other tasks,
- tasks touching MERs,
- MERs touching tasks,
- MERs touching other MERs, and
- MERs overlapping other MERs.

We represent each of the five relations as an edge in the relation graph. If task $t$ touches rectangle $z$, then the graph has an edge from $t$ to $z$ representing that $t$ touches $z$. Also, it has an edge from $z$ to $t$ representing that $z$ touches $t$. We store the graph as adjacency lists. For example, for each task $t$ we have a list representing all tasks touching task $t$ and a list representing all MERs touching $t$. Also, for each MER $z$, we have a list representing all tasks touching $z$, a list representing all MERs touching $z$, and a list representing all MERs overlapping with $z$. The following notation denotes the adjacency lists for the five different relations.

- $\text{Adj\_touch\_task} (r)$ : adjacency list representing all tasks touching MER $r$,
- $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER} (r)$ : adjacency list representing all MERs touching MER $r$,
- $\text{Adj\_overlap\_MER} (r)$ : adjacency list representing all MERs overlapping MER $r$,
- $\text{Adj\_touch\_task} (t)$ : adjacency list representing all tasks touching task $t$, and
- $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER} (t)$ : adjacency list representing all MERs touching task $t$.

If task $t$ touches rectangle $r$, then $t$ is in $\text{Adj\_touch\_task}(r)$ and $r$ is in $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(t)$. Also, we have a pointer that shows where $t$ is in $\text{Adj\_touch\_task}(r)$ and a pointer that
shows where \( r \) is located in \( \text{Adj-touch-MER}(t) \). By using the pointers we will be able to delete \( t \) from \( \text{Adj-touch-task}(r) \) in constant time. The same style of pointers works for all other relations.

Algorithm 5-1 updates the set of MERs by using the relation graph, and the algorithm also maintains (updates) the relation graph. The following paragraphs explain Algorithm 5.1, cutting the algorithm into phases and explaining each phase separately. At the end of each phase of the code we will discuss the time complexity for each phase and state the total time complexity at the end of discussing all phases.

The inputs to the algorithm are the new placed task \( t \), rectangle \( r \) in which \( t \) was placed, the set of MERs, and the relation graph. The output of the algorithm is an updated MERs set and an updated relation graph.

**Algorithm 5-1 updating MERs after inserting task \( t \).**

Inputs: task \( t \) parameters, MER \( r \), set of MERs, relation graph

Output: updated set of MERs, updated relation graph

% Add a new node in the graph for \( t \) and create an empty adjacency list for it %

1: \( \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(t) \leftarrow \emptyset \)

2: \( \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(t) \leftarrow \emptyset \)

The first phase (Steps 1 - 2) adds a new node in the relation graph to represent \( t \) and creates adjacency lists. This phase takes constant time.

% updating the relation between \( t \) and the current executing tasks %

3: For each task \( u \) in \( \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(r) \)

4: If \( t \) touches \( u \)

5: \( \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(u) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(u) \cup t \)
6: \[ \text{Adj\_touch\_task} (t) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_task} (t) \cup u \]
7: END
8: END

The next phase (Steps 3 - 8) updates the relations between \( t \) and the current executing tasks. In Step 4, the algorithm checks if two tasks are touching. The touching check for tasks or rectangles executes in constant time by comparing the coordinates of the four borders of the first rectangle to the coordinates of the four borders of the second rectangle. As the number of executing tasks is \( n \), so in the worst case \( \text{Adj\_touch\_task} (r) \) have a maximum of \( n \) tasks. This phase (Steps 3 -8) in the worst case takes \( O(n) \) time.

% updating the relation between \( t \) and the existing MERs %

9: For each MER \( g \in \{\text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(r) \cup \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r)\} \)
10: If \( t \) touches \( g \)
11: \[ \text{Adj\_touch\_MER} (t) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER} (t) \cup g \]
12: \[ \text{Adj\_touch\_task} (g) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_task} (g) \cup t \]
13: END
14: END

This phase (Steps 9 - 14) updates the relations between \( t \) and the existing MERs that touch \( t \). (A later phase, Steps 54-81, updates MERs that overlap \( t \)’s location.) As the number of MERs is \( d \), so in the worst case it will check a maximum of \( d \) MERs. This phase (Steps 9 -14) in the worst case will take \( O(d) \).

When the placer puts \( t \) in \( r \), this destroys some MERs and may create others. The newly created rectangles are in two groups.
• The first group consists of new rectangles created from the remaining space (unused by \( t \)) in \( r \) in the case where \( t \) is smaller than \( r \).

• The second group is because of the fact that \( t \) may overlap with MERs other than \( r \). Task \( t \) (or part of \( t \)) may occupy some of the space in MER \( g \) that overlapped \( r \). The result is that the algorithm deletes \( g \) and creates new MERs from the free space in \( g \) not occupied by \( t \).

The next phase has different stages. The first stage creates records for the newly created MERs in \( r \) (Steps 15 – 23). A general placement of \( t \) in MER (Figure 5-3(a)) can generate up to four new MERs, but as we are using bottom-left placement, at most two new MERs can arise (Figure 5-3(b)). Step 15 defines the size of the free space in \( r \) unused by \( t \). We can define this space by comparing the width and the height of \( t \) with the width and height of \( r \). Create two MERs \( r1 \) and \( r2 \) in this space in \( r \). Creating them includes inserting nodes to represent them in the graph. This stage of the current phase runs in constant time. This phase defines a new array called \( \text{New-MERs} \) that will store all newly created MERs in the next few phases. We will need this array in the last phase of the algorithm.

![Figure 5-3. (a) General case of newly created MERs (b) newly created MERs when bottom left corner placement is used](image)
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% creating records for newly created MERs in r %

15: define the coordinates of the remaining space not used by t

16: Create r1 and r2

17: Adj_touch_task (r1) ← Ø
18: Adj_touch_MER (r1) ← Ø
19: Adj_overlap_MER (r1) ← Ø
20: Adj_touch_task (r2) ← Ø
21: Adj_touch_MER (r2) ← Ø
22: Adj_overlap_MER (r2) ← Ø
23: New-MERs = {r1, r2}

The next stage in the current phase is to update the adjacency lists for r1 and r2. As explained before each MER has three types of relations. All of them need to be updated for the newly created MERs r1 and r2. In this stage, Steps 24 - 33 update the relation of newly created rectangles with currently executing tasks. Steps 34 – 43 update the touching relation between newly created MERs and existing MERs. Steps 44 – 53 update the overlapping relation between newly created MERs and existing MERs.

% updating relation between newly created MERs and existing executing tasks %

24: For each task $u \in$ Adj_touch_task (r)

25: If $u$ touches r1

26: Adj_touch_task (r1) ← Adj_touch_task (r1) ∪ $u$
27: Adj_touch_task (u) ← Adj_touch_task (u) ∪ r1

28: END

29: If $u$ touches r2
Steps 24 – 33 update the relations among $r1$, $r2$, and executing tasks. This part of the current phase takes $O(n)$ time as we have $n$ currently executing tasks.

% updating touching relation between newly created MERs and existing MERs %

34: For each MER $g \in \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r)$

35: If $g$ touches $r1$

36: $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r1) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r1) \cup g$

37: $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(g) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(g) \cup r1$

38: END

39: If $g$ touches $r2$

40: $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r2) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r2) \cup g$

41: $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(g) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(g) \cup r2$

42: END

43: END

Steps 34 - 43 check if $r1$ and/or $r2$ touch any of the current MERs and update the adjacency lists accordingly. This stage of the current phase takes $O(d)$ time as we have $d$ MERs to check in the worst case. The last stage of the current phase is to check if $r1$ and/or $r2$ overlap any of the current MERs and update the adjacency lists accordingly.

% updating the overlapping relation between newly created MERs and existing MERs %
44: For each MER \( g \in Adj\_overlap\_MER (r) \)

45: \( \text{If } g \text{ overlaps } r1 \)
46: \( Adj\_overlap\_MER (r1) \leftarrow Adj\_overlap\_MER (r1) \cup g \)
47: \( Adj\_overlap\_MER (g) \leftarrow Adj\_overlap\_MER (g) \cup r1 \)
48: \( \text{END} \)
49: \( \text{If } g \text{ overlaps } r2 \)
50: \( Adj\_overlap\_MER (r2) \leftarrow Adj\_overlap\_MER (r2) \cup g \)
51: \( Adj\_overlap\_MER (g) \leftarrow Adj\_overlap\_MER (g) \cup r2 \)
52: \( \text{END} \)
53: \( \text{END} \)

Steps 44 – 53 check if \( r1 \) and/or \( r2 \) overlap any of the current MERs and update the adjacency lists accordingly. This part of the current phase takes \( O(d) \) time as we have \( d \) MERs to check in the worst case. The total time complexity for the current phase (Steps 24 – 53) in the worst case is \( O(n + d) \).

As \( t \) may overlap with some of the MERs overlapping with \( r \), this will lead to creating new MERs in any rectangles that cover some of the space used by \( t \). Task \( t \) may only overlap with MERs overlapping with \( r \). The next phase (Steps 54 – 81) tests the coordinates of \( t \) against the coordinates of each rectangle \( g \) that overlaps with \( r \) and defines the part of \( g \) that overlaps with \( t \). Once this is defined, the update algorithm creates new rectangles in \( g \). The number of new rectangles to be created in \( g \) is constant. The algorithm handles the new rectangles the same way as \( r1 \) and \( r2 \) in the previous phase. As we may have \( O(d) \) MERs overlap with \( r \) in the worst case, so for each new rectangle we need to check the new rectangle versus \( O(d) \) MERs. This phase will take \( O(d^2) \) time.
% creating new rectangles in MERs overlapping \( r \) and affected by \( t \) %

54: For each MER \( g \in \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(r) \)

55: \hspace{1em} define the part of \( t \) that falls into \( g \)

% this step may result in a maximum of 4 new rectangles based on
Figure 5-3(a). Array \text{new\_rectangles}(g)\) will hold new rectangles %

56: \hspace{1em} \text{new\_rectangles}(g) = \{r1, r2, r3, r4\}

57: \hspace{1em} \text{New-MERs} = \text{New-MERs} \cup \text{new\_rectangles}(g)

58: \hspace{1em} add records for rectangles in \text{new\_rectangles}

% adding records is similar to Steps 15 – 22 %

59: \hspace{1em} for each MER \( f \in \text{new\_rectangles}(g) \)

60: \hspace{2em} for each task \( u \in \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(g) \)

61: \hspace{3em} If \( u \) touches \( f \)

62: \hspace{4em} \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(f) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(f) \cup u

63: \hspace{4em} \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(u) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(u) \cup f

64: \hspace{3em} \text{END}

65: \hspace{2em} \text{END}

66: \hspace{1em} for each MER \( m \in \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(g) \)

67: \hspace{2em} if \( f \) touches \( m \)

68: \hspace{3em} \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(m) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(m) \cup f

69: \hspace{3em} \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(f) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(f) \cup m

70: \hspace{2em} \text{END}

71: \hspace{2em} \text{END}

72: \hspace{1em} for each MER \( m \in \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(g) \)
73: if $f$ overlaps $m$
74: \[
\text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(m) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(m) \cup f
\]
75: \[
\text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(f) \leftarrow \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(f) \cup m
\]
76: END
77: END
78: END

%% at this point we need to delete MER $g$. The algorithm will delete $g$ from the list of every neighbor in the lists of $g$. Using the pointers in the lists of $g$, we can find $g$ in constant time in any of the neighbors, lists. Details of delete\_MER will be provided after this code.%%

79: delete\_MER($g$)
80: END
81: delete\_MER($r$)

The delete\_MER($z$) routine deletes MER $z$ from the set of MERs, deletes $z$’s adjacency lists, and deletes $z$ from the adjacency list for any task or MER that had a relation with $z$. The time complexity for this subroutine is $O(n + d)$.

**Delete\_MER($z$)**

1: for each task $u \in \text{Adj\_touch\_task}(z)$
2: \[
\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(u) = \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(u) - z
\]
3: END
4: for each MER $m \in \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(z)$
5: \[
\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(m) = \text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(m) - z
\]
6: END
7: for each MER $m \in \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(z)$

8: \[ \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(m) = \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(m) - z \]

9: END

10: delete $z$ record from MER list and delete all of $z$’s adjacency lists

The last phase is to delete redundant rectangles. Redundant rectangles can be one of the new created MERs or any of the affected rectangles in the previous phases. The algorithm stored all newly created MERs in previous phases in $\text{New\_MERs}$. A rectangle is redundant if it is identical to another rectangle or contained in a bigger rectangle.

82: for each MER $g \in \text{NEW\_MERs} \cup \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(r)$

83: for each MER $f \in \text{New\_MERs} \cup \text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(r) - g$

84: if $g$ and $f$ are identical or if $g$ is contained in $f$

85: delete\_MER ($g$)

86: Exit loop

87: end

88: END

The time complexity for the last phase is $O(d^2)$. As explained in previous phases we can conclude the total worst-case time complexity for the whole algorithm is $O(n + d^5)$. As explained before in this chapter, in the worst case $d$ is $O(n^2)$, so we can conclude that the time complexity for updating MERs after inserting a task can take up to $O(n^4)$ time. Of course, this is the worst-case analysis, but as we only need to check the affected MERs and tasks, we expect the algorithm in practical situations to not have to check all $d$ MERs and $n$ tasks every step. So, the practical running should be less than $O(n^4)$. 
5.2.4. Updating MERs after Delete Action

Algorithm 5-2 shows the details of the update process after deleting a task $t$. The first phase is to create a new rectangle, $r_1$, in the area used by $t$. At this step $r_1$ does not have to be a MER but by the end of the update process all rectangles in the data structure will be MERs. The inputs to Algorithm 5-2 are the parameters for $t$, the set of MERs, and the relation graph. The outputs of Algorithm 5-2 are the updated set of MERs and an updated relation graph.

Algorithm 5-2 updating MERs after deleting task $t$.

Inputs: task $t$ parameters, MERs, relation graph

Output: updated MERs, updated relation graph

%% Add a new node in the graph for $r_1$ and create an empty adjacency list for it

%% $r_1$ has the same coordinates and size as task $t$

1: $\text{Adj\_touch\_task}(r_1) \leftarrow \emptyset$

2: $\text{Adj\_touch\_MER}(r_1) \leftarrow \emptyset$

3: $\text{Adj\_overlap\_MER}(r_1) \leftarrow \emptyset$

As described before, adding records and creating the adjacency lists take constant time, so this phase will take $O(1)$ time. Updating the free space after deleting a task follows the MER Task Deletion Theorem, so the only rectangles affected by deleting task $t$ are MERs that share part of a border with $t$. For the simplicity of explaining the procedure we will call them affected MERs. As new free space is available by deleting $t$, this means that some of the affected MERs may no longer be maximal as they can extend over this space. The algorithm will check if each affected MER can be extended.

To explain how a rectangle can extend over the space occupied by another rectangle, consider two rectangles $f$ and $g$ that share part of a border. Different cases exist in which $f$ can
extend over part or all of the space of \( g \). Without loss of generality, assume that \( g \) is on the left side of \( f \). Figure 5-4 depicts several cases; other cases exist (for example, \( g \) may be below \( f \)) and they are analogous to these. We have three main categories: \( f \) and \( g \) share no borders at all; \( f \) and \( g \) share one border; and \( f \) and \( g \) share two borders. Sharing one border means their top or bottom borders has the same \( y \) dimension value. Sharing two borders means the top borders have the same \( y \) dimension value and so do their bottom borders.

Figure 5-4 Different cases for possible extension of rectangles.

In the first category, \( f \) and \( g \) are sharing no borders. In Figure 5-4(a), \( g \) ’s top is above \( f \)’s top and \( g \)’s bottom is below \( f \)’s bottom. In this case, \( f \) can extend into space occupied by \( g \). The width of \( f \) will change but the height will stay the same. Rectangle \( g \) will stay the same after the extension. In Figure 5-49(b), \( g \)’s top is below \( f \)’s top and \( g \)’s bottom is above \( f \)’s bottom, so \( f \) cannot extend into \( g \). (Note, however, that \( g \) can extend over the space occupied by \( f \). The
algorithm will perform this extension when it goes over the loop in which it handles $g$ instead of $f$). Figure 5-4(c) shows a case in which $f$ and $g$ are sharing no borders and neither can extend in the space occupied by the other. In this case, the algorithm will create a new rectangle that will cover part of the space covered by $f$ and $g$.

In the second category, $f$ and $g$ are sharing one border. By analogy with Figure 5-4(a), in Figure 5-4(d), $f$ will extend into the space occupied by $g$. Again, the width of $f$ will change and $g$ will stay the same. In Figure 5-4(e), $f$ cannot extend into $g$.

The last category is shown in Figure 5-4(f) in which $f$ and $g$ are sharing two borders. In this case, the algorithm will extend $f$ into $g$ and delete $g$.

The following code deals with the above cases in which $f$ extends or a new rectangle results. (For brevity, we omit the analogous cases.) So, in this phase Algorithm 5-2 checks each pair of rectangles in the affected MERs list for a possible expansion. In the following, array affected_MERs contains the set of affected MERs by deleting $t$. When deleting a rectangle or creating a new rectangle, the affected_MERs array dynamically changes, and the algorithm will account for this change. The algorithm will check each affected MER against all others because if one of them expanded into the space occupied by $r1$, then some other MERs may be able to expand more.

4: \textbf{affected\_MERs} = \{ r1 \cup Adj\_touch\_MER(t) \}

5: \textbf{for each MER } f \in \textbf{affected\_MERs}

6: \quad \textbf{for each MER } g \in \textbf{affected\_MERs – f}

7: \quad \quad \textbf{if } g \text{ and } f \text{ share no borders}

8: \quad \quad \quad \textbf{If } \text{top}(g) > \text{top}(f) \text{ && bottom}(g) < \text{bottom}(f) \% \text{Figure5-4(a)}

9: \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{width}(f) = \text{width}(g) + \text{width}(f)
if top \((g)\) < top \((f)\) && bottom \((g)\) < bottom \((f)\) 

%%% Figure 5-4(c) %%%

Create \(R2\) in the space in \(f\) and \(g\) in which a new rectangle can be created

\(Adj\_touch\_task\) \((R2)\) ← \(\emptyset\)

\(Adj\_touch\_MER\) \((R2)\) ← \(\emptyset\)

\(Adj\_overlap\_MER\) \((R2)\) ← \(\emptyset\)

\(affected\_MERs = affected\_MERs \cup \{R2\}\)

END

if \(g\) and \(f\) share the bottom border

If top \((g)\) > top \((f)\)  %% Figure 5-4(d)

width \((f)\) = width \((g)\) + width \((f)\)

END

END

If \(g\) and \(f\) share top and bottom borders %%% Figure 5-4(f)

width \((f)\) = width \((f)\) + width \((g)\)

delete \((g)\)

\(affected\_MERs = affected\_MERs - g\)

END

END

30: END
As explained before, assume we have $d$ MERs. In the worst case, we may have $d$ MERs in the \textit{affected\_MERs} array. So this phase (steps 4 – 48) in the worst case will have a time complexity of $O(d^2)$.

In the next phase, the algorithm updates the relations of all tasks touching $t$ and the affected MERs. This phase can be done as in Algorithm 5-1. In the worst case, we have $n$ tasks to compare against $d$ MERs and update the relations among tasks and MERs. This stage of the current phase takes $O(nd)$ time. Also we need to check and update the relations among all affected MERs as some of them changed in size. This stage of the current phase may take up to $O(d^2)$ time. So, the total time complexity for the current phase is $O(nd + d^2)$. As explained before, in the worst case, $d$ can be $O(n^2)$. So, the total worst-case time complexity for Algorithm 5-2 is $O(n^4)$.

The proposed update algorithm has the same time complexity as other update algorithms presented by other researchers in the worst-case analysis. The proposed algorithm, however, builds on theorems that limit the number of MERs and tasks to be checked during the process to some of the MERs and not all of them. Therefore, in practical cases, we expect less than $d$ affected MERs and so a faster update process than previous methods.

\textbf{5.2.5. Creating MERs from Scratch}

Surprisingly, however, creating the set of MERs from scratch is more efficient than updating an existing set of MERs — one can create the set of MERs in $O(n \log n + d)$ time, which is $O(n^2)$ in the worst case [NBR90]. Consequently, the time complexity of task insertion and deletion by a placer that uses MERs as a free space data structure is $O(n^2)$. 
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CHAPTER 6: HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL STRIPS

In this chapter we will present the use of maximal horizontal and vertical strips as a data structure to represent free space on an FPGA. The idea behind the maximal horizontal and vertical strips (MHVS set) is to represent the 2D reconfigurable area as rectangular strips that are relatively few in number, but that give good coverage of the available free space.

6.1. Introduction

The strips are of two types: maximal horizontal strips (MHS) and maximal vertical strips (MVS). The top of each horizontal strip aligns with a top or bottom of a task and the bottom of the strip aligns with the next task top or bottom, and each strip has maximal width. One can construct vertical strips analogously (see Figure 6-1). In this chapter we will use different notations. “MHS” stands for a maximal horizontal strip. “MHS set” stands for the set of all MHSs. The same applies for “MVS” and “MVS set”. “MHVS set” stands for the union of MHS set and MVS set.

![Figure 6-1 Example for (a) maximal horizontal strips and (b) maximal vertical strips, where shaded rectangles are tasks.](image)

In this chapter we present an algorithm for creating MHS set and MVS set in $O(n \log n)$ time given a set of $n$ tasks. A second algorithm will start with an initial MHS set and MVS set and update them after each task insertion or deletion. The update algorithm takes only $O(n)$ time.
Section 6.2 explains in detail the steps required for creating MHVS set given \( n \) tasks. Section 6.3 explains in detail the steps needed after each task deletion and task insertion. Section 6.4 gives a detailed comparison between the method of MHVS and other data structures like bit matrix and MERs.

### 6.2. Creating MHVS Set from Scratch

In this section we will show how MHVS set can be created from scratch given a set of \( n \) executing tasks. The algorithm for creating MHS set and MVS set depends on an idea similar to the algorithm for creating MERs by Nandy et al. [NBR90]. The algorithm for creating MHS set scans the chip from its top border with a falling curtain, tracking intervals of free space. Each time the algorithm reaches a top or bottom of a task it closes intervals, creates maximal horizontal strips, and creates new intervals.

Algorithm 6-1, `create_MHS`, specifies how to generate the set of all maximal horizontal strips, given a set of active tasks. The algorithm starts with an initial interval of width equal to the chip width. As the stopping and starting points for MHSs are the tops and the bottoms of tasks, the algorithm begins by sorting all tops and bottoms of the executing tasks in descending order. There are some special cases in ordering the tops and bottoms. For example, if task \( A \) is touching task \( B \) from above (Figure 6-2), then the bottom of task \( A \) is sorted before the top of task \( B \).

Also in Figure 6-2, tasks \( C, D, \) and \( E \) have their bottoms at \( y_1 \). We assume without loss of generality that the algorithm will sort them from left to right so the bottom of \( C \) will be before the bottom of \( D \) which will be before the bottom of \( E \). Also note that tasks \( F \) and \( G \) have their tops at \( y_1 \) too, so, we assume again that the algorithm will sort the bottoms of \( C, D, \) and \( E \) in the above order first and then the top of \( F \) and the top of \( G \).
Each time the algorithm reaches the top of a task, one interval overlaps with the task. (Overlapping between a task and an interval does not mean they overlap in space, rather that their $x$ ranges overlap.) The algorithm deletes this interval and, if it has non-zero height, creates an MHS with the same width. For example, in Figure 6-1(a) when the algorithm reaches the top of task $T_4$, it will close the interval on top of $T_4$ and create the strip $H_2$ with the same height and width as the interval closed. After creating the strip, the algorithm will delete the interval and open two new intervals starting at the top of the task, located on the right and the left of the task (if the previous interval was wider than the task and if no other tasks or borders are to the immediate left and right). Note in Figure 6-1(a) when the interval on top of $T_1$ closes, one interval on the right of $T_1$ is created.

Each time the algorithm reaches the bottom of a task, it searches for the two intervals on the left and the right of the task. (In some cases, the algorithm can get null for one or both of these
intervals when the task touches another task from the side or the border of the chip.) It creates a strip for each interval found and deletes the intervals. It creates a new interval starting just under the task bottom y value covering the span of the two intervals and the task. (Note: This is why only one interval overlaps the top of a task, even if one task a sits on top of another task b. Processing the bottom of task a creates an interval spanning the task and free space to the left and right and does so before processing the top of b.) In Figure 6-1(a) when the algorithm reaches the bottom of T₃, one interval is found on the right of T₃ and no interval on the left side of T₃. The algorithm will close the right interval, create H₁, and start a new interval under T₃ spanning the width of both H₁ and T₃.

When several tasks have their bottoms at the same y value, for example, tasks C, D, and E in Figure 6-2, the algorithm will start with the leftmost task C, close the intervals on the right and the left, and create a new interval that will be on the left of the next task D. When the algorithm reaches the bottom of task D, the interval on the left of D will have a height of zero as it was created at the same y value as the bottom of task C which is the same as the y value for the bottom of D. In this case, the algorithm will close the interval on the left of task D without creating an MHS. It also creates a new interval under D spanning the interval created under C and the width of task D. The algorithm continues until finishing the bottom of task E, and the final result will be an interval that spans the width of the three tasks and all the gaps between and besides them. Again when the algorithm reaches the top of the next task E, there will be only one interval overlapping the task.

**Algorithm 6-1: create_MHS_set**

**Input:** set E of executing tasks

**Output:** set H of maximal horizontal strips of free space
1: initialize interval set $Int$ to include initial interval = [chip height, 1, chip width]
   /* The format of an interval is (top y, left x, right x), including, for the purpose of
   MHS generation, the y value at which it was created. */

2: $T_B \leftarrow$ sort task tops and bottoms from $E$
   /* Let each element of $T_B$ hold (y, left_x, right_x, $T_B_flag$), where $T_B_flag$
   indicates whether it is a top or a bottom. */

3: $H \leftarrow \emptyset$

4: for $i = 1$ to $2 \times |E|$

5: $current_T_B \leftarrow T_B(i)$

6: if $current_T_B(T_B_flag) = top$

7: $current_int \leftarrow int_search_top(Int, current_T_B)$
   /* find the only interval that overlaps with task */

8: $newstrip \leftarrow makeMHS(current_int, current_T_B(y) - 1)$
   /* create an MHS from the overlapping interval */

9: $H \leftarrow H \cup \{newstrip\}$

10: $\{newint1, newint2\} \leftarrow create_two_intervals(current_int, current_T_B)$
    /* generate intervals left and right of the task top */

11: $Int \leftarrow Int \cup \{newint1, newint2\} - \{current_int\}$

12: else

13: $\{current_int1, current_int2\} \leftarrow int_search_bottom(Int, current_T_B)$
    /* find two intervals that touch task left and right */

14: $newstrip1 \leftarrow makeMHS(current_int1, current_T_B(y))$

15: $newstrip2 \leftarrow makeMHS(current_int2, current_T_B(y))$
16: \[ H \leftarrow H \cup \{\text{newstrip1, newstrip2}\} \]

17: \[ \text{newint} \leftarrow \text{create_one_interval}(\text{current_int1, current_T_B, current_int2}) \]

\[ /* \text{generate an interval from the left interval, task bottom, and right} \]

\[ \text{interval */} \]

18: \[ \text{Int} \leftarrow \text{Int} \cup \{\text{newint}\} - \{\text{current_int1, current_int2}\} \]

19: end

20: if the bottom of the last task is not at the bottom of the chip

21: \[ H \leftarrow H \cup \{\text{strip with width of chip and height from bottom of chip to bottom of last} \]

\[ \text{task}\} \]

The above algorithm calls several subroutines. Subroutine \text{int_search_top} finds the interval
that overlaps with the top of a task; \text{int_search_bottom} finds the two intervals on the right and
left side of a task when reaching the bottom of that task. When reaching a top (bottom) of a task,
the \text{makeMHS} subroutine creates a strip from the current interval overlapping with the task (two
intervals on the right and the left of a task). Subroutine \text{create_two_intervals} creates the two
intervals when reaching a task top; \text{create_one_interval} joins three intervals to create one
interval when reaching a task bottom.

As \text{create_MHS_set} generates the set of MHSs by scanning the tops and bottoms of the
executing tasks, there are \(O(n)\) MHSs. To perform the searches in \text{int_search_top} and
\text{int_search_bottom} efficiently, we store the set of active intervals in an interval tree [CLRS01].
Searches take time \(O(\log n)\) in an interval tree with up to \(n\) intervals; interval insertions and
deletions in this data structure also take \(O(\log n)\) time. Consequently, \text{create_MHS_set} runs in
\(O(n \log n)\) time. Thus, \(O(n \log n)\) bounds the time for a placer using the MHS set (or MVS set or
MHVS set) to insert or delete a task on an FPGA.
6.3. Updating MHVS set after Inserting/Deleting a Task

We next describe how to update the strips every time the scheduler places a task or deletes a task. This update process will take $O(n)$ time to update the strips but needs to maintain additional information to perform efficient updates. Inputs to the algorithm include task $t$ to be placed or deleted, list $H$ of MHSs, list $V$ of MVSs, and an array of neighbor pointer lists (pointing to adjacent tasks and strips for each task and strip), where each list is doubly linked and sorted. The algorithm outputs updated $H$, $V$, and neighbor pointer lists. Let $T(p)$ denote the doubly-linked, sorted list of top neighbors of $p$, where $p$ is a strip or a task. Similarly, let $B(p)$, $L(p)$, and $R(p)$ denote lists for bottom, left, and right neighbors, respectively.

We will describe the MHVS set update algorithm for task insertion in some detail (specifically, insertion in an MHS) then the update algorithm for task deletion more briefly. Let $s$ denote the strip into which task $t$ will be placed. We assume that the placer locates $t$ in the bottom-left position of $s$, but a generalization of the update algorithm will work for any placement in a strip. The algorithm has two parts. The first part handles the strip in which the task is placed. The second part handles the strips of the other type that the task overlaps. For example, if the scheduler placed task $t$ in an MHS $z$, then the first part will handle the update needed for strip $z$ as it is the only affected MHS. The four borders of all MHSs other than $z$ will not change because the tasks and chip boundaries that determined these borders do not change with insertion of $t$. Since $z$ is an MHS, no task top or bottom can be on the right or left border of $z$ between its top and bottom. The second part of the update algorithm will handle all the affected MVSs that task $t$ cuts (overlaps). Also, when placing $t$ in an MHS, MVSs that do not overlap $t$ do not need to be updated for the same reasons as MHSs that do not overlap $t$. 
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Algorithm 6-2, task_insert_update_MHVS, explains the steps needed to update the MHSs and MVSs after placing a task within an MHS. Also, the algorithm assumes that MHS list $H$ is sorted from top to bottom and MVS list $V$ is sorted from left to right. (It will keep them sorted after the update process.) Initially, before placing any task and as the chip is empty, the algorithm starts with one MHS as big as the chip size and one MVS as big as the chip size.

**Algorithm 6-2 task_insert_update_MHVS**

**Input:** MHS list $H$, MVS list $V$, task $t$ parameters, MHS $z$ in which $t$ is placed, array of neighbor pointers for strips and tasks

**Output:** updated $H$, $V$, pointers array

Part 1 of the algorithm, after bottom-left placement of $t$ in $z$, will create zero, one, or two MHSs (based on the height and width of $t$ compared to $z$) in the remaining area of $z$ and will update neighbor pointers accordingly. The general case is if the width and the height of $t$ are less than the width and the height, respectively, of $z$. The algorithm will create two strips as shown in Figure 6-3. If $t$ has the same size as $z$, then no new strips need to be created. If $t$’s width equals $z$’s width, or if the $t$’s height equals $z$’s height, but not both, then the algorithm will create only one new strip. As the algorithm will create a maximum of two strips, then it can scan the list and place them in sorted order without the need to resort the whole list. The algorithm determines neighbors of $t$, $z_1$, and $z_2$ from neighbors of $z$.

In the following code we will explain the general case in which two new strips are created. The pseudo-code below uses two subroutines *copy_pointer* and *check_update*. The subroutine *copy_pointer* ($C$, $D$) creates list $C$ as a copy of list $D$. Subroutine *check_update* ($C_1$, $D_1$, $C_2$, $D_2$) creates lists $C_1$ and $D_1$ and copies to $C_1$ ($D_1$) the neighbors in $C_2$ ($D_2$) that touch the strip or task corresponding to $C_1$ ($D_1$). For example, *check_update* ($L(t)$, $B(t)$, $L(z)$, $B(z)$) copies to $L(t)$ the
left neighbors of $z$ that are also left neighbors of $t$ and copies to $B(t)$ the bottom neighbors of $z$ that are also bottom neighbors of $t$.

![Figure 6-3 New strips $z_1$ and $z_2$ after placing task $t$ in MHS $z$]

1: create two strips $z_1$, $z_2$ as shown in Figure 6-3 and insert them in $H$ in sorted order

   /* Create lists of neighbor pointers for $t$ */

2: $copy_pointer (R(t), \langle z_2 \rangle)$

3: $copy_pointer (T(t), \langle z_1 \rangle)$

4: $check_update (L(t), B(t), L(z), B(z))$

   /* Create lists of neighbor pointers for $z_1$ */

5: $copy_pointer (T(z_1), T(z))$

6: $copy_pointer (B(z_1), \langle t, z_2 \rangle)$

7: $check_update (R(z_1), L(z_1), R(z), L(z))$

   /* Create lists of neighbor pointers for $z_2$ */

8: $copy_pointer (T(z_2), \langle z_1 \rangle)$

9: $copy_pointer (L(z_2), \langle t \rangle)$

10: $check_update (R(z_2), B(z_2), R(z), B(z))$
Part 1 of the algorithm runs in $O(n)$ time based on the fact that, for a given set of $n$ executing tasks, the array of neighbor pointers can have a total of up to $O(n)$ pointers for all tasks and strips.

The second part of the algorithm will test task $t$ against each MVS and update each MVS that $t$ overlaps. As $t$ is placed in an MHS $z$ and as a bottom-left corner placement is used, eight cases describe the possible overlap of $t$ with an MVS. Task $t$ may totally overlap MVS $v$. Task $t$ may span the height of $v$ but end without reaching the right border of $v$. Task $t$ may cut across $v$. This cut might happen at the top or the bottom or the middle of $v$. Task $t$ may cut $v$ from the left border and end without reaching the right border of $v$; this also can happen at the top, the bottom, or in the middle. Figure 6-4 shows some of these cases. For example, task $t$ cuts across $v_1$ from the bottom. Also, $t$ totally overlaps $v_2$ and cuts across the middle of $v_4$. Task $t$ cuts the left border of $v_5$ in the middle and ends inside $v_5$.

The newly created strips will replace the original strips to keep the strips list in order, that is, $v'_4$ replaces $v_4$. The only case that needs special handling is the case when $t$ cuts the left border of a strip (as where $t$ cuts $v_5$ in Figure 6-4). The last part of the task will split the strip into at most three strips. Also, these three new strips can be placed in order by scanning across the $n$ strips. Neighbor pointers derive from neighbor pointers of the original overlapped MVSs.

![Figure 6-4 Placing a task in an MHS strip and updating MVSs accordingly: (a) before insertion and (b) after insertion](image)
The pseudo-code below discusses the MVS update process for the case shown in Figure 6-5, in which \( t \) cuts the left border of \( v \) in the middle, but ends before the right border of \( v \). As Figure 6-5 shows, three new MVSs created. The framework for this pseudo-code is that the placer tests each MVS for overlap with task \( t \) and determines the appropriate case.

![Updated MVSs for the case of a task overlapping an MVS described in the pseudo-code](image)

Figure 6-5 Updated MVSs for the case of a task overlapping an MVS described in the pseudo-code

1: define the part of the task that falls into MVS \( v \)

2: create three new MVSs \( v_1, v_2, v_3 \) as shown in Figure 6-5

/* Create lists of neighbor pointers for \( v_1 \) */

3: \texttt{copy_pointer} \((R(v_1), \langle v_3 \rangle)\)

4: \texttt{copy_pointer} \((B(v_1), \langle t \rangle)\)

5: \texttt{check_update} \((T(v_1), L(v_1), T(v), L(v))\)

/* Create lists of neighbor pointers for \( v_2 \) */

6: \texttt{copy_pointer} \((T(v_2), \langle t \rangle)\)

7: \texttt{copy_pointer} \((R(v_2), \langle v_3 \rangle)\)

8: \texttt{check_update} \((L(v_2), B(v_2), L(v), B(v))\)

/* Create lists of neighbor pointers for \( v_3 \) */
copy_pointer \( L(v_3), \langle v_1, t, v_2 \rangle \)

copy_pointer \( R(v_3), R(v) \)

check_update \( T(v_3), B(v_3), T(v), B(v) \)

/* Create lists of neighbor pointers for \( t \). Lists of MVS neighbors for \( t \) are distinct from lists of MHS neighbors for \( t \), though we use the same notation here for simplicity. */

if \( t \) extends to the left of \( v \) then

append \( v_1 \) to \( T(t) \)

append \( v_2 \) to \( B(t) \)

else

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{copy_pointer} \ (T(t), \langle v_1 \rangle) \\
& \text{copy_pointer} \ (B(t), \langle v_2 \rangle) \\
& \text{check_update} \ (L(t), L(v)) \\
\end{align*}
\]

/* same as earlier check_update but for pair of lists*/

copy_pointer \( R(t), \langle v_3 \rangle \)

The algorithm needs to perform an additional check for new MVSs. If the left or right neighbor of a new MVS is also a new MVS, then the algorithm checks if it should merge them. (For example, in Figure 6-4, \( v_3' \) results from merging new MVSs that were originally part of \( v_3, v_4, \) and \( v_5 \).)
The time complexity of Part 2 of the update algorithm, updating the MVSs, is $O(n)$. It checks each of $O(n)$ MVSs for overlap with task $t$. Because the total number of neighbor pointers is $O(n)$, the total time to create new neighbor lists across all overlapped MVSs is $O(n)$, where each case follows along the lines of the pseudo-code above.

We now sketch the process for updating the MHS set after a task deletion. The process for updating MVS set is, of course, similar. The concept is to execute a limited-width falling curtain (as in create_MHS_set) to create strips after removing a task. Let $t$ denote the task to be deleted. The algorithm creates one interval that covers $t$. This interval starts at or above the top of $t$. The algorithm sweeps down across the space of $t$, creating MHSs and neighbor pointers, and then stops at or below the bottom of $t$. A key point for fast execution time is that it has only one interval at a time.

Creating the initial interval depends on the top neighbors of $t$. If $t$ has one task as top neighbor or multiple tasks and strips as top neighbors (Figure 6-6(a)), then create the interval to start at the top of $t$. (If $t$ has at least one task $g$ as a top neighbor, then no strip above $t$ can expand into the space that was occupied by $t$ because of the bottom border of $g$.) If the top left neighbor of $t$ is a task, then the left side of the interval is the left side of $t$. Otherwise, if the top left neighbor of $t$ is a strip $s$, then the left side of the interval is the left side of $s$, and the algorithm also eliminates $s$ because $s$ can expand into the space occupied by $t$. Set the right side of the interval analogously.
Figure 6-6 The two different cases for the delete algorithm.

On the other hand, as in Figure 6-6(b), if $t$ has one strip $s$ as top neighbor, and the bottom boundary of $s$ derives only from the top of task $t$, then $s$ may grow down into the space of $t$, so set the top, left, and right sides of the initial interval to the corresponding sides of $s$ (and eliminate $s$). If the bottom of strip $s$ derives from $t$ and some other task other than $t$, then the initial interval will start at the top of $t$ (as in the Figure 6-6(a) case).

The update algorithm proceeds as in $create\_MHS\_set$ to sweep downward with this interval, creating MHSs and neighbor pointers for these MHSs as determined by tops and bottoms of tasks to the left and right of $t$ (finding these using neighbor pointers). Finishing the update algorithm follows cases at the bottom of $t$ that follow the pattern of creating the initial interval at the top of $t$.

The time complexity of this update of MHS set and MVS set after a task deletion is $O(n)$. Because neighbor pointers are already sorted, this algorithm does not need to sort the tops and bottoms of tasks (as was done in $create\_MHS\_set$). Also, the algorithm sweeps down only one interval, not $n$ intervals as was the case with $create\_MHS\_set$, so it can deal with each top and bottom that it encounters to the left and right of $t$ in constant time, instead of $O(\log n)$ time as in
create_MHS_set. In the worst case, the update algorithm will deal with \( n \) tops and bottoms to the left and right of \( t \), so the update algorithm will have a time complexity of \( O(n) \).

None of MHS set, MVS set, or MHVS set as free space data structures is recognition complete. This will lead sometimes to rejecting a task even though sufficient free space exists for it on the chip but this space was not recognized by the structure. Simulations in the next section show that, while the rejection ratio for MHS set alone or MVS set alone is high, the rejection ratio of placers using MHVS set, the union of MHS set and MVS set, is nearly as good as bit arrays and MERs but with much lower time complexity.

6.4. Simulation Results

In this section we present the results we obtained from simulations, comparing results of first-fit scheduling using different data structures for free space. We performed simulations with a set of parameters randomly generated and uniformly distributed over certain ranges. The simulations used the same parameters used in Section 4.3.1. We also examine the effects of varying the task area range and varying the laxity range.

This section presents the simulation results for the scheduler with a first-fit placer using each of the following free space representations: MER, MHVS set, and MHS set (only horizontal strips without vertical strips). (Simulations included the bit matrix representation, but figures omit these results as they are almost identical to MER results.)

Figure 6-7 reports rejection ratios for the free space representations. The MHVS set rejection ratio is nearly as good as that of MER across the range of chip loads, at much less cost and despite the fact that MHVS set can hold up to \( O(n) \) free rectangles while MER can hold up to \( O(n^2) \).
Note also the significantly better rejection ratio that MHVS set (both MHS set and MVS set) achieves over MHS set alone, even though MHVS set has roughly only twice the number of free rectangles that MHS set does. This supports our intuition that MHS set tends to have wide free rectangles that disadvantage tall tasks and vice versa for MVS set, but that their combination can accommodate more tasks than either alone.

Figure 6-8 shows how different data structures utilize the chip free space. In general, for this work and prior work, most data structures are unable to utilize more than 70% of the free space. The main reason behind this is the fragmentation that happens because of inserting and deleting tasks. Simulations in Figure 6-8 were computed by averaging the chip utilization over running time and taking the average. As the chip is usually less busy in the beginning and the end of the running time, we ignored the first 200 time units and the last 200 time units, so the results indicate steady state conditions. As for rejection ratio, chip utilization for MHVS set is competitive with that of MER and much better than that of MHS set.
Figure 6-8  Chip utilization for different free space structures.

Table 6-1 shows the average rejection ratio across all simulations for different orderings of the free space data structures. MHVS set includes, first, MHS set then, second, MVS set generated by create_MHS_set and create_MVS_set. Entry MHVS-sortedx is MHVS set sorted based on the x value of the left edge of each strip. The idea behind this order is that the placer will start searching from the left side of the chip, so tasks may be more tightly packed. Entry MHVS-smallsize is MHVS set sorted in increasing order based on strip area. With this order, the placer searches the strips in a best-fit order. Entries MER, MER-sortedx, MER-smallsize are analogous. The bit matrix results are for a bottom-left placement of tasks. MHVS set and MER results in Figure 6-7 correspond to the “MHVS set” and “MER” in Table 6-1. From Table 6-1, we observe that sorting the free rectangles has minimal impact on performance.

Figure 6-9(a) displays the average rejection ratio for different data structures with different task area ranges. We have simulated different data structures dealing with four different task area classes [50:A], where A is 100, 500, 1000, 2000. Task area range [50:500] corresponds to Figure 6-7. Note that the rejection ratio of MHVS is even closer to that of MER in the other area ranges.
Table 6-1  Average rejection ratio of different orderings of free space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MHVS</th>
<th>MHVS sortedx</th>
<th>MHVS smallest size</th>
<th>MHS Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MER</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>bit matrix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-9  Average rejection ratio for different (a) task area and (b) laxity ranges.

Figure 6-9(b) shows the average rejection ratio for different laxity ranges. We tested the data structure for sets of tasks with laxity range varying between [1, 50], [50, 100], and [100, 200]. Range [1, 50] corresponds to Figure 6-7.
CHAPTER 7: HETEROGENEOUS RC DEVICES

In the previous chapters, we studied the problem of scheduling real-time tasks on reconfigurable devices. One assumption made in these chapters was that the reconfigurable device has a homogeneous structure. This means that only CLBs are in the reconfigurable area and all memory blocks, multipliers, embedded processors, and other components are outside the reconfigurable area. A task can be placed anywhere on the chip as long as a sufficient space of free CLBs exists. To be able to study the problem of scheduling on reconfigurable devices, we, like most other researchers, assumed a homogeneous FPGA space. Most reconfigurable devices offered in the market today, however, are not homogeneous but heterogeneous. This means that memory blocks, multiplexers, embedded processors, and other components may exist between CLBs. A common structure is to have several homogeneous CLB blocks separated by other components. Observe that a placer cannot necessarily place a task anywhere on the chip with sufficient free CLBs because if the task requires a memory block to perform its function, then the task has to be placed next to a memory block.

The main goal of this chapter is to examine whether the ideas behind schedulers designed for homogeneous devices will work for heterogeneous devices. To conduct this study, we will adapt our schedulers presented in previous chapters to a heterogeneous FPGA. To observe the impact of the heterogeneous structure, we will compare the performance of these schedulers on a heterogeneous FPGA against the performance on a homogeneous FPGA as a baseline. This baseline will help to reveal where performance shortcomings are due to heterogeneity and where they are due to the scheduler and basic scheduling problem. These results will guide our modifications of the schedulers to better fit the heterogeneous case. We conclude that the approach we took and other researchers have taken of studying homogeneous FPGAs is a valid
one, as the scheduling ideas discovered there do carry over to heterogeneous FPGAs. The need exists for more study of scheduling tasks on heterogeneous FPGAs.

Section 7.1 describes the differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous structures. In Section 7.2, we define the scheduling problem on a heterogeneous structure and then we list the parameters used to test the performance of schedulers designed in previous chapters when applied to a heterogeneous structure. We report experimental results in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 presents a scheduler designed to give better results on a heterogeneous structure. In Section 7.5, we present some modifications allowing the designed scheduler in Section 7.4 to further improve its performance. Section 7.6 shows more comparisons for different area sizes.

7.1. Heterogeneous FPGA Structure

The Xilinx Virtex-II [X07] is one of the current reconfigurable devices in the market. Figure 7-1 shows the arrangement of CLBs in a Virtex-II chip. The actual FPGA structure is not homogeneous as assumed before; instead, the CLB area has some SelectRAM blocks in the middle. Several problems face researchers when designing schedulers for a heterogeneous structure. The first problem is that task widths cannot exceed that of the widest homogeneous block. As shown in Figure 7-1, the maximum supported task width is \( b \). Also, a second problem is that a task may require a memory block on one side, so it cannot be placed in any free spot on the chip but must be placed next to a memory block. In a homogeneous structure, these considerations were absent.

As shown in Figure 7-1, several columns of memory blocks exist between areas of CLBs. A task may require memory blocks in addition to CLBs. In different structures we may have embedded processors or other components instead of memory blocks, but the idea of scheduling tasks on a heterogeneous structure will be the same. For the generality of the problem, we call
these columns as *special columns*. In the next section we define the problem of scheduling tasks and explain how we test the schedulers designed in previous chapters on a heterogeneous structure.

![Figure 7-1 Chip structure in Xilinx XC2V series [X07]](image)

7.2. Problem Definition and Experimental Parameters

In this section we start first by explaining the problem of scheduling real-time tasks on a heterogeneous FPGA. There are some differences with scheduling on a homogeneous structure. For a heterogeneous structure, the scheduler has to satisfy not only the CLB requirement of the task but also the special column requirement. Also, the scheduler must keep information not only about free CLBs but also about free special columns and whether they are next to free CLBs. We
assume that all tasks are rectangular. Incoming tasks can be in the following three types based on the need for special columns.

- **C-type task**: task that does not require any special blocks, so it needs only CLBs.
- **CS-type task**: task that needs a special column in the rightmost column. The remaining columns of the task will be CLBs.
- **SC-type task**: task that needs a special column in the leftmost column. The remaining columns of the task will be CLBs.

Tasks are randomly generated from all three types. As we explain at the end of this section, the percentage of special tasks to the C-type tasks defines the special load on the reconfigurable FPGA. As discussed in previous chapters, we use chip load to measure how much demand a task set places on the FPGA in each simulation. The chip load definition is analogous for both heterogeneous and homogeneous structures. The chip load for homogeneous FPGA defines the demand for resources; resources in this case are CLBs. In the heterogeneous case, the chip load again defines the demand for resources, and it does not distinguish between CLB and special cell. A task is defined by the height and the width of the required CLB area. So when we say a $9 \times 6$ task, this means the task requires a CLB area of $9 \times 6$. If a $9 \times 6$ task is a CS-type (SC-type) task, then this means that the task requires a $9 \times 6$ CLB area and a special column to the right (left) of the CLB area. When calculating chip load, a $9 \times 6$ CS-type or a $9 \times 6$ SC-type is considered as a $10 \times 6$ task.

\[
\text{Chip load} = \frac{\sum_{\text{all } C\text{-type tasks}} w_i \cdot h_i \cdot e_i + \sum_{\text{all } CS\text{-type and SC\text{-type tasks}}} (w_i + 1) \cdot h_i \cdot e_i}{w \cdot h \cdot t_{\text{max}}}
\]

where

- $h_i, w_i$ are the height and width of task $i$,
- $e_i$ is the execution time of task $i$,  

95
\( h, w \) are the chip height and width,

\( t_{\text{max}} \) is the latest time a task is expected to arrive.

For a heterogeneous FPGA, chip load reflects task demands for CLBs but not necessarily demands for special columns. To explain the reason behind this claim, assume we have two sets of tasks with identical chip load, but all tasks in the first set are of C-type and all tasks in the second set are of CS-type or SC-type. The two sets generate the same demand for overall chip resources, but the second set depends on having free memory blocks and not only free CLBs. To measure the load generated by a set of tasks, we use the above chip load definition and we also use special load, defined below. Special load measures the special column demand of a set of tasks:

\[
\text{Special load} = \frac{\sum_{\text{all CS-type and SC-type tasks}} h_i \cdot e_i}{h \cdot \text{special}\_\text{num} \cdot t_{\text{max}}}
\]

where

\( h_i \) is the height of task \( i \),

\( e_i \) is the execution time of the task \( i \),

\( h \) is the chip height,

\( \text{special}\_\text{num} \) is the number of special columns, and

\( t_{\text{max}} \) is the latest time a task is expected to arrive.

The scheduler will use the MHVS data structure explained in Chapter 6. Despite the fact that we have several CLB areas (eight in Figure 7-2), in the following section, the MHS set (set of all maximal horizontal strips) and the MVS set (set of all maximal vertical strips) cover the free space on the chip the same way described in Chapter 6 assuming that the chip is one homogeneous chip of width equals to the width of all CLB blocks plus the number of special columns. (In later sections, though, when we present modifications to the scheduler, we use a
separate data structure for each block, so we will have eight data structures, each representing one of the eight blocks (see Figure 7-2). The placer, however, does not ignore the existence of special columns. When considering a strip as a candidate for placement, it checks the location(s) of special column(s) in the strip to determine whether the strip can satisfy the CLB and special column demands of the task.

We use a structure similar to the structure of the Xilinx XC2V6000 to test the work presented in this chapter. The chip size is 96 rows by 88 columns distributed on different blocks as shown in Figure 7-2. (This is the same as the bottom figure in Figure 7-1 with \( b = 20 \).) Also, six memory blocks exist as shown in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Chip structure in Xilinx XC2V6000 [X07]
As we have two different load measures, we will test the scheduler performance when changing one of them and keeping the other one in a small fixed range. To test the performance over different chip loads and different special loads, we test the scheduler based on the parameters given in Table 7-1. The following parameters are fixed and will not change for different chip load or different special load.

- The simulated device is similar to the Xilinx XC2V6000 FPGA, consisting of $96 \times 88 = 6144$ reconfigurable units and six special columns.
- The aspect ratio used in generating the tasks is in the range of $[0.2, 5]$. Half of the generated tasks will be uniformly distributed in the range of $[0.2, 1]$ and half will be uniformly distributed in the range of $[1, 5]$.
- Task area is in the range of $[20, 80]$ reconfigurable units. Section 7.6 compares all proposed schedulers in this chapter with longer area ranges, specifically $[20,200]$ and $[20,400]$. Using the aspect ratio assumed above and area range $[20, 80]$ results in task widths up to 20; as the widest block of CLBs has a width of 20, each of these tasks can fit in a block. For larger area sizes, the random task generator can create tasks with width larger than 20 units; we will adjust the width to 20 and adjust the height accordingly to have the same area generated. (This changes the distribution of aspect ratios to permit the desired distribution of task areas.) Of course, if a CS-type or SC-type task has a width larger than 20 units, then this means the task width will be adjusted to 20 and an extra column will be added after that, so the total width will be 21.
- The arrival time is uniformly distributed over the period $[1, t_{\text{max}}]$, where $t_{\text{max}}$ is the latest time a task is expected to arrive. In our simulations, $t_{\text{max}} \in \{300, 500, 950\}$.
- The execution time of each task is in the range of $[5, 100]$ time units.
Laxity is in the range [1, 50] time units.

Table 7-1 Task parameters to generate different special load at different chip load for area range [20, 80]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN #</th>
<th>Percentage of special tasks</th>
<th># of tasks</th>
<th>Special load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-60</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.1 – 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-90</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.2 – 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91-120</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121-150</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.4 – 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-180</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.5 – 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181-210</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.6 – 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We test the performance based on 210 different runs for each chip load, where each run has a certain number of tasks based on the chip load required. Each run starts with a fresh empty chip. The performance is averaged over the 210 runs. As shown in Table 7-1, at chip load 0.675 – 0.725, for example, the number of tasks for each of the 210 runs is 730. The total number of tasks in this case using the common parameters mentioned before controls the chip load. To change the special load between different values while keeping the chip load fixed (in a small
range such as between 0.675 and 0.725 and considering this as 0.7), we change the percentage of special tasks to the total number of tasks every 30 runs to represent a new special load. Half of the special tasks SC-type and half CS-type. For example, at chip load 0.675 – 0.725, each of the first 30 runs has 730 tasks with 657 C-type tasks and 73 special tasks. In the example, out of the 73 tasks, 37 tasks are CS-type and 36 tasks are SC-type. The next thirty runs have 584 C-type tasks and 146 special tasks from which 73 tasks are SC-type and 73 tasks are CS-type. The task generator adds an extra column to an SC-type or CS-type task. As we increase the percentage of special tasks, more of these columns are added causing a small difference in chip load, but the chip load stays within the stated range.

7.3. Performance of FF Scheduler on Heterogeneous Structure

In this section, we will test the performance of the FF_YNM scheduler explained in Section 4.1 on a heterogeneous structure to study the effect of the heterogeneity of reconfigurable devices. We call the FF algorithm when applied to a homogeneous structure as the homogeneous first-fit scheduler (HM-FF), and we call the FF algorithm when applied to the heterogeneous structure as the heterogeneous first-fit scheduler (HT-FF).

In HT-FF, the MHVS strips can cover CLBs and special columns. So when a task arrives, the scheduler searches for a strip that has enough area. If the task is a C-type task, the scheduler tests if the strip covers an area of CLBs that is large enough to accommodate the task. In Chapter 6, we placed a task in the bottom-left corner of a free strip, but here the placer tries first to place the task in the bottom-left corner of the strip, but if not enough CLBs exist at the bottom-left corner of the strip, then the placer places the task in the bottom-left corner of a block of CLBs covered by the strip. Also, in HT-FF, when a CS-type or SC-type task arrives, the placer searches
for a strip covering enough CLB area next to special cells. Then the placer places the task according to the special cell locations, starting the search from the bottom-left corner of the strip.

In HM-FF, all special column cells are treated as regular CLBs. HM-FF handles the simulated chip as a homogeneous rectangle of size 96 × 94 CLBs instead of considering it as eight blocks of CLBs (88 columns) and six columns of memory blocks as in the heterogeneous structure. The scheduler considers the task area provided, regardless of its type, as CLBs. All special columns required by CS-type and SC-type tasks considered as extra CLB area. For example, if we have a CS-type or an SC-type task of size 9 × 6, this means the task requires a 9 × 6 CLB area and a special column of height 6, so, for HM-FF we will consider this task as a regular C-type task of size 10 × 6.

Ignoring the special columns in the chip and treating them as regular CLBs and ignoring the request of special tasks for special columns, give us a base line that helps us study the effect of heterogeneity on the scheduler’s performance. Also, it guides us to know if the performance shortcomings are due to the scheduler and the inherent scheduling problems or due to the heterogeneity.

In this section we compare the performance of the same scheduling strategy (FF-YNM) when applied on both homogeneous and heterogeneous structures. We test the performance for different chip loads using parameters shown in Table 7-1. We show that in the heterogeneous structure case both chip load and special load have an effect on the performance of schedulers.

In Figure 7-3(a), the chip load is fixed in a small range (0.375 - 0.425). By increasing the special load we can see that the performance of the scheduler gets worse. By increasing the special load, more tasks request special cells, and the bottleneck at higher special load is the
availability of special cells. At very low special load, we can see that HT-FF was able to perform nearly as well as HM-FF.

Figure 7.3 Performance for different chip loads on heterogeneous structure
(Figure 7-3 con’d)

(c) Chip load = 0.7

(d) Chip load = 0.9
By increasing the chip load to 0.5 (Figure 7-3(b)), we can see the same effect on the performance of the HT-FF scheduler when increasing the special load. The scheduler rejects more tasks at higher special load than at lower special load. Also, HT-FF is affected with the chip load increase, at very small special load, HT-FF rejected a small number of tasks even though in the case of applying it to homogeneous structure (HM-FF) the result was to reject a smaller number of tasks and this is due to the effect of chip load on a heterogeneous structure. Note in the same figure, there is a small difference in the performance of HM-FF at very low special load compared to the performance at high special load even though HM-FF treats special columns like CLB columns. The reason is that there is a small increase in the value of the chip load because of the increase in the special load, since HM-FF treats special cells as regular CLBs.

By increasing the chip load to 0.9 (Figure 7-3(d)), we can conclude that at this point the chip load effect became dominant over the special load and that is why the performance of HT-FF is almost flat, as it is for HM-FF. At chip load 0.7 (Figure 7-3(c)), the effect is mixed between the chip load and the special load, though chip load dominates.

Figure 7-4 shows the performance of HT-FF at different chip loads with special load 0.1. From Figure 7-4 we can study the effect of chip load on the performance of schedulers when applied to a heterogeneous structure. To be able to study that effect we fix the special load to 0.1. At this small special load we can assume that the performance will only be affected by the chip load. To understand the reason behind this performance, let us consider an example. Given a task with width 10 and an FPGA with two free areas each of width 5 but in two different blocks separated by a special column, even though the FPGA has a total free CLB area with width 10, it
cannot be used for this task. On the other hand, in a homogeneous structure, this area will be considered as one area so the scheduler would be able to place this task.

Now as shown in the above results, the performance of HT-FF is affected by the special load and the chip load. In the following sections we present some modifications on HT-FF to reduce the effect of special load and get better performance.

![Figure 7-4 Performance for different chip loads at fixed special load 0.1](image)

### 7.4. Heterogeneous Block Preference Scheduler (HT-P)

In the previous section we showed the effect on the performance of a first-fit scheduler when applied to heterogeneous tasks on a heterogeneous FPGA. In this section, we modify the scheduler specifically for a heterogeneous structure. The proposed scheduler performs better for heterogeneous tasks and FPGA over certain ranges of chip load and special load. We describe
the proposed scheduler in the context of the Xilinx XC2V6000, but the idea is general and applies with simple modifications to other heterogeneous structures. The main idea for this scheduler is similar to the idea presented in Chapter 4 for the region-based scheduler which partitions the chip according to executed task width. Here, we partition the chip based on the task type instead of task width.

In the structure shown in Figure 7-2, the XC2V6000 has eight CLB blocks with six special columns in between. In this structure, a special column separates each two successive CLB blocks. We decided based on this structure to partition the chip into areas to be used for only C-type tasks and other parts of the chip to be used for only CS-type and SC-type tasks. Because this algorithm will have preference on where to place tasks based on task type, we will call it HT-P, standing for heterogeneous scheduler with preferences. Figure 7-5 shows the same chip in Figure 7-2 with the partition marked on each block.

We decided to assign blocks for CS-type and SC-type (S-type) tasks between blocks assigned for C-type tasks, as shown in Figure 7-5. This setup allows all special tasks placed in a block assigned to special tasks to have free access to special cells on both sides. So as shown in Figure 7-5, the general idea is to assign half the blocks for special tasks (we call these as special blocks) and the other half to C-type tasks (we will call these as C-type blocks). The setup is based on the following observations and conditions.

- Each special block is in the middle of two C-type blocks or in the middle of a C-type block and a chip border. Also, each C-type block is in the middle of two special blocks or a special block and a chip border.
- Each C-type block is in the middle of two special columns or a special column and a chip border, and the C-type tasks that the scheduler places in this C-type block do not use these special columns.
- Each special block has one or two special columns at its borders. If it has only one special column, then the other side of the block must be a chip border. Note: in Figure 7-3, the chip is divided in the middle, so we treat this like a chip border.
- If a special block has a special column to the right but not to the left, then this block is used for only CS-type tasks. Likewise, if the special block has a special column to the left but not to the right, then this block is used for only SC-type tasks.

Figure 7-5 Assignment of CLB blocks to task types in HT-P.
When the scheduler receives a task, the first step is to check the task type, and then, based on the type, the scheduler searches the corresponding blocks for a placement. The scheduler deals with each block separately, so each block has its own MHVS free space data structure. In Figure 7-5, we have eight different blocks, so the scheduler has eight MHVS sets. As discussed before, we assign four blocks for C-type tasks and four blocks for special tasks. The algorithm tries first to place the received task in a strip in the first block assigned to the task type, and if no placement was found, then the algorithm searches other blocks assigned for this task type one by one till the last block or till a placement is found or till exhausting the blocks. At the end, if no placement was found in the assigned blocks, then the scheduler handles tasks in the same way as discussed in Chapter 4 by moving them to the pending queue and trying to place them later when free space is available.

We tested the scheduler using the same data sets used in the previous section. Figure 7-6 compares the performance of HT-P versus HT-FF and HM-FF. We have two different resources, CLBs and special cells, and we have two measures for these resources, chip load and special load. Both of them affect the performance of the scheduler. From the results shown in Figure 7-6, HT-P is performing better than HT-FF only in a small window in which the demand for special cells is contributing about equally to the chip load as is the demand for CLBs (that is, special load is about equal to chip load). As we have half of the chip assigned for CLBs and the second half of the chip assigned for special cells, when the demands for one of the resources gets more than the demands for the other one, which means that the demands are out of balance, then one of them is controlling the rejection ratio. So if the special load is low compared to the chip load, then the bad performance is due to high CLB demand, and if the chip load is low compared to the special load, then the bad performance is due to the high special column demand.
At higher chip loads, the performance of the scheduler becomes flat and the reason is that the chip load is dominant and the demand for CLBs is the main factor in the performance and that explains the behavior of the algorithm in Figure 7-6(d) at chip load 0.9. At higher special load, we can see that the demand for different type of resources is balanced again and the performance is almost the same between HT-FF and HT-P.

We can conclude from these results that by assigning certain blocks to special tasks and certain blocks for C-type tasks, the HT-PP scheduler was able to perform as well as HT-FF if the demands for different types of resources are balanced. Still, HT-P was not able to perform better than HT-FF except in these small intervals. In the next section we modify the scheduling techniques of HT-P to achieve better performance than HT-FF.

![Rejection ratio for different special load at chip load = 0.4](image)

(a) Chip load = 0.4

**Figure 7-6 Results of HT-P compared to HT-FF and HM-FF**
(Figure 7-6 con’d)

(b) Chip load = 0.5

(c) Chip load = 0.7
From results shown in the previous section, we can see that HT-P has a problem when the load due to special tasks is not balanced with the load due to C-type tasks. If we have more load due to C-type tasks than load due to special tasks, then one way to solve this problem is to allow C-type tasks to be placed in blocks reserved for special tasks. And if we have more load due to special tasks than load due to C-type tasks, then one way to solve this problem is to allow special tasks to be placed in blocks reserved for C-type tasks. The concept of sharing resources was successful, as we show in this section, enhancing the performance of HT-P.

The *heterogeneous block preference scheduler with sharing* (HT-PS) scheduler works the same way the HT-P scheduler works with only one difference. As before, when a task is received, the scheduler tries to place the task in one of the blocks assigned for the task type. If it finds no placement, however, then the scheduler tries to place the task in blocks of the other type,
sharing one type of block with the other type of task. If no placement was found in any block, then the scheduler moves the task to the pending queue. So HT-PS retains block assignments to types, but these are preferences and allow restricted sharing of the same block by different type tasks.

Placing a C-type task in a special block is easy. The scheduler searches the special block and ignores the special columns associated with this block. Placing a special task in a block reserved for C-type, however, is more complicated, requiring the following.

- The block has a strip that can accommodate the task.
- The strip has to be next to a special column.
- The special cells needed by the task must be available in the data structure for the adjacent block that owns the special column.

To test these conditions, the scheduler checks the MHVS data structure for the C-type block, then, if it finds appropriate space, it checks the MHVS data structure for the adjacent special block to find if the corresponding special cells are free. The update to the special block free space can proceed as if for a task of width one and the original task’s height.

Figure 7-7 shows the results for HT-PS compared to HT-FF and HM-FF. From Figure 7-7, we can see that HT-PS is performing better than HT-FF across a range of chip loads and special loads. The results show that HT-PS was able to overcome the problems of HT-P. From results in Figure 7-7 we can conclude that the performance of HT-PS is better than HT-FF for all different chip loads and over all ranges of special load. We can also conclude that HT-PS has the same trend as HT-FF in being affected by both the chip load and the special load, regardless of whether the demand for resources is balanced or out of balance. We can see that at low chip load
the performance gets bad at higher special load and at high chip load the performance becomes almost flat because chip load is dominant.

The results in this section support the assumption that we and other researchers used which is that studying a homogeneous structure is a valid step to understanding scheduling on heterogeneous devices, as scheduler ideas designed for a homogeneous structure can result in good performance with some small and direct modifications. Our modifications in this chapter were not in the scheduling or the data structures used but were on how to deal with the chip. We think that these results will open the door for researchers in the future to target the heterogeneous structure and modify their proposed schedulers to be able to apply them on a heterogeneous structure. In the next section we will show even better performance when we test HT-PS on higher area ranges.

![Graph showing rejection ratio for different special load at chip load = 0.4](image)

(a) Chip load = 0.4

**Figure 7-7 Results for HT-PS compared to HT-FF and HM-FF**
(Figure 7-7 con’d)

(b) Chip load = 0.5

(c) Chip load = 0.7
7.6. Simulation Results for Higher Area Ranges

In this section we test the HT-FF and HT-PS schedulers using higher data ranges, specifically, [20, 200] and [20, 400]. Using the aspect ratio of [0.2, 5] and these ranges generates some tasks with width more than 20 units. The simulated chip XC2V6000 has eight blocks but the biggest blocks are 20 units wide. To constrain simulated tasks, if the randomly generated task width is bigger than 20, then we reduce the width of the task to 20 units and adjust the height of the task to have the same area. Consequently, all tasks arriving at the scheduler have task widths up to 20 units and so can fit in some block.

Figure 7-8 compares the results for area range [20, 200]. The HT-PS scheduler has a very good performance and was able to overcome the obstacles of heterogeneous structure and tasks, performing as well as HM-FF, which ignores all special columns and task requests for special columns. The reason behind the better performance of HT-PS in this area range and worse
performance in the area range [20, 80] is that using higher area ranges results in randomly generated tasks with widths more than 20 units that the task generator will change to width 20. The HT-PS scheduler stacks many of these tasks on top of each other, fitting exactly the width of the blocks. This results in less fragmented free space left after placing tasks. For example, using area range of [20, 200] and aspect ratio [0.2, 5] and by splitting tasks equally in this aspect ratio as explained before in Section 7-2, the scheduler may receive up to 20% of the total number of tasks in each run with width equal to 20 units. Using the same parameters but area range of [20, 400], the scheduler may receive up to 33% of the total number of tasks in each run with width equal to 20 units. Figure 7-9 shows the results obtained from testing the schedulers on area range [20, 400]. The HT-PS scheduler was able to generate better results even than HM-FF, for the reasons explained above.
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Figure 7-9 Results for area range [20, 400]
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

In this research, we studied several problems in the area of scheduling real-time tasks on reconfigurable devices: real-time task scheduling; free space management; and scheduling real-time tasks on heterogeneous FPGAs. In the area of scheduling we proposed an algorithm based on dividing the chip into different regions and assigning tasks to regions based on their width. We proved that this algorithm will have a better rejection ration than FF_YN and the same rejection ratio as FF-YNM with a faster running time.

With respect to the regions idea proposed in Chapter 4, one of the open problems is how to find the optimal or the best values for the bases value. There are several open problems of interest in the area of scheduling. The problem of scheduling tasks with precedence constraints or priority between them has received little attention. Scheduling a dependent set of tasks requires rejecting a task if it is dependent on a task that was rejected earlier. Also, consider scheduling applications, where each application comprises a set of dependent tasks. Because the scheduler rejects the whole application if one task was rejected, one suggestion to solve this problem is to give the application that has fewest tasks left a higher priority than other applications.

Another open problem in the scheduling area, derives from the fact that most work assumed schedulers run on a host computer. The time analysis in the area was based on reporting the time complexity of the proposed algorithm. It is a good way to compare different algorithms but it does not give a sense of real execution time and costs on RC devices. Testing the proposed algorithm on an embedded processor inside an FPGA is important to guide the categories of applications in which RC devices can be used. Also, a related problem is measuring the power
requirements for algorithms. The power consumption will affect the ability of using RC devices in handheld units like cell phones.

In the area of free space management, we were able to propose a free space data structure composed of $O(n)$ strips and the search time for a scheduler that uses MHVS set is $O(n)$. Also, we proved that the data structure can be updated after an insert or delete action in $O(n)$ time. The simulations showed a good comparison compared to other data structures like MERs even though MHVS is not recognition complete. One of the open problems is to study how to enhance the results of the MHVS to be equal to the performance of MERs with losing the feature of fast time complexity.

Very few researchers studied the problem of scheduling on a heterogeneous structure. We have a promising algorithm, and there are several open problems to study on the effect of heterogeneity on the performance of schedulers designed for homogeneous structures and developing schedulers specifically for heterogeneous FPGAs.
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